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'" in .■"'.' 
68 children hurt in Cleveland school bus accident 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A school bus 
packed with elementary school pupils 
was cut 00 by an auto on rain-slicked 
Interstate 90 and flipped onto its side, 
sending 88 pupils and the bus and auto 
drivers to hospitals yesterday, offi- 
cials said. 
Many pupils were treated for minor 
injuries and four were admitted. One 
emergency room doctor said all were 
lucky. 
"There was a green car that got in 
the way and the bus went up on a hill 
and flipped over. They (other chil- 
dren) was all on top of me. I couldn't 
move. Some of them was screaming 
and trying to get off the bus," Sean 
Martin, if, a suth grader who was in 
the back of the bus, said. 
The accident occurred at 2:41 p.m. 
on Cleveland's west side. Officials of 
the Cleveland School District said the 
bus was taking the children home to 
the city's east side from Halle El- 
ementary School. 
A heavy rain storm swept through 
Cleveland about the time of the acci- 
dent. The National Weather Service 
reported 72 mph winds downtown at 
2:30 p.m. 
Construction bids opened 
for city police, fire buildings 
by Jeff Jimei 
staff reporter 
Bids for the construction of new 
Bowling Green city police and fire 
stations will open Monday. And once 
the construction of the these buildings 
is complete, the police and fire station 
will be separated. 
The police station will remain at the 
West Wooster Street location, while 
the fire station will be housed on the 
corner of Troup and Clough streets. 
The motive behind moving the fire 
station to this location is that the city 
population is more dense in this area 
due to the University. Also, there are 
more high rise buildings in this area 
and it would be more convenient in 
case of an emergency, according to 
Bowling Green City Manager Wesley 
Hoffman. 
The building now being used by 
then two city departments, "is old 
and falling down.   Huffman said. 
Hoffman said he is also concerned 
about the saftey of the building due to 
a recent electrical fire. In addition to 
this, the building is not energy effi- 
cient and "blasts of cold air come 
straight through the building during 
POLICE CHIEF Galen Ash said be 
is more than happy to see the reality 
of a new police station. 
"Right now, the one fail cell that we 
have doesn't meet state standards 
and creates a hazard to people being 
contained in it," Ash said. "With the 
new Jail, there will be a cell block of 
three cells, and meet the complicated 
state standards." 
While the new police station is being 
built, which should begin in May, the 
police will be stationed in the Veter- 
ans Memorial Building in the city 
park, according to Ash. 
"The fire department, on the other 
hand, will probably be boused in a 
mobile borne during the summer," 
Hoffman said. "This is not definite, 
but more than likely because the 
equipment can stay outside. That 
construction will take about nine 
months to one year." 
The police station construction will 
take one year to 18 months, and will 
begin about 60 to 90 days after the hid 
is completed. Due to concern tram tlie 
public, the north and west ""■ will 
remain intact, and the new building 
will be constructed around them. 
"The historical society wanted 
something to remain from the present 
structure," Hoffman said. "Abo, the 
architect said it would be easier to go 
this way and cut expense." 
Costs for the buildings are expected 
to be about $900,000 for the fire build- 
ing and $1.7 million for the police 
station. 
PAT MARTIN, a school spokeswo- 
man, said an auto cut in front of the 
bus and struck it Police Detective 
Robert Bolton said the eastbound car 
apparently was trying to get to an 
Injured pupils were rushed to 
Cleveland Metropolitan General Hos- 
pital, St. John's Hospital and Lu- 
theran Medical Center. 
Most were taken to Metro General, 
which treated 58 children, admitting 
three. 




that overturns on a highway and none 
of them are seriously injured, you are 
fortunate," Dr. Craig Van Der Veer, 
an emergency room physician, said. 
"We've had three of them admitted 
for observation." Van Der Veer said. 
"Two have abdominal problems and 
one has a possible cranial problem. 
But none were injured seriously. They 
were all scared and some were crying 
when they were brought to, he 
added. 
"I was crying. A lot of the kids was 
crying." Traci Sherels, 12, who was 
treated at Metro General, said. 
Martin said six other students were 
taken to St. John's Hospital and four 
taken to Lutheran. None were ad- 
mitted to St. John's, and Lutheran 
spokeswoman Shirley Craig said one 
was admitted there. She identified the 
girl as Sonya Carlton, 12, who was 
being kept overnight for observation 
as a "safeguard." 
CRAIG ALSO said the woman who 
had been driving the auto was being 
treated in the Lutheran emergency 
room. 
"We saw a green car pull in front of 
us. The bus went into a ditch and then 
flipped onto its side," Trad said. 
"The kids were trying to get out the 
front door. One kid went through a 
window. Finally, they opened an 
emergency door and got us out." 
Traci's mother, Corrine Sherels, 
said she heard about the crash from a 
neighbor. 
"I'm very upset about it. I heard 
about it from a neighbor and I didn't 
know what happened to my daughter 
or what hospital she was at. I've been 
told there were 71 kids on that bus. 
That's too many," Sherels said. 
by Cathy Clifford 
staff reporter  
S 
NEWS IN BRIEF wiWH™;^.,,,,,,vM«W!!!« 
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New triathlon participants set records 
While Don Luikart was winning his third consecutive triathlon, other 
participants were notching their name in the record books for the first time. 
In the individual womenTs division, Sue Schlembach and Carol Hoover tied 
for first place with a time of 3:25.00. 
Jeff Brown, Jim Sudeman and Scott Schmitz combined their efforts to win 
the men's team division. Their winning time was 2:04.53. With a time of 
3:13.00. Anne Fisher and Laurie Clapp won the women's team division. This 
is the first time to the triathlon's four-year history that two people have won 
a team event instead of three. 
Rounding out the overall competition with a win to the co-ed division were 
Brian Henderson, Laurie Dever and Gary Morgan with a winning time of 
3:02.04. ^^ 
Union's May open hours corrected 
Thehours the University Union will be open during the period between the 
£?!r KS4,a?mest^i!ndJ?,e l**lnnl'1« <* summer term were inaccurate to toe April 27 issue of the News. 
The correct hours are: Thursday, May 5 - 7 a.m. to 7 pjn.: Friday, May 6 - 
I If Svfe8 pjnV.Sa^lrd% May 7 - 7:30 ajn. to 2:30 pja.; Sunday, May 8 - 
CLOSED; and Monday, May 9 through Sunday, May 22 - 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 
pjn. 
These hours include the Falcon's Nest. 
The JVews regrets the error. 
Weather 
Cloudy today with a chance of afternoon thunderstorms. High in the mid-60s. 
Continued rainy tonight with low around 50. 
■^WWWWWVH^^^ 
John Froelich, senior University 
student, was arrested Wednesday 
night by Campus Safety and Security 
and the Wood County Sheriff's De- 
partment for disorderly conduct and 
assault. 
According to Dean Gerkens, asso- 
ciate director of Campus Safety and 
Security, Froelich was among a group 
of students holding a meeting in the 
University Union. Gerkens said when 
a Union employee asked the students 
t« leave at closing, Froelich tried to 
create a disturbance. 
Gerkens added there was a keg of 
beer at the meeting, but they do not 
know whether Froelich was intoxi- 
cated or on drugs. 
"THE UNION employee called to 
the complaint," Gerkens said. "When 
the officers arrived to talk to Froe- 
lich, he refused to cooperate and 
began creating a disturbance. He was 
finally arrested for disorderly con- 
duct." 
Gerkens also said during the proc- 
ess of Froellch's arrest, Froelich bit 
one of the arresting officers and 
kicked him to the shin. He added 
Froelich also kicked two other offi- 
cers in the groin. 
Froelich's behavior made it nec- 
essary for authorities to transfer him 
to the Wood County Sheriff's Depart- 
ment where he assaulted two deputy 
sheriffs. He was then jailed and 
charged with one count of disorderly 
conduct, one count of resisting arrest 
and four counts of assault 
Froelich will have to appear before 
the Ohio Board of Regents, and if 
found guilty, he will be unable to 
attend any state university for one 
year. 
BG Mews photo/Tim Tobln He's Safe! 
David Conrad (right) and Reed Lytle. members of the Bowling Green Senior League practiced 
yesterday at Ridge Elementary school playground. Both boys are 14 years old and attend Bowling 
Green Junior High. Coach Bruce Dunlavy, a University graduate, looks on to give advice. 
Counselors give stress hints 
by Kelly Rupp 
reporter  
Feeling stress during finals week is 
a normal experience but relieving the 
stress is possible. 
Sue West, director of the Wellness 
Center said many anxieties may be 
eliminated or reduced if the student 
learns ways of dealing with academic 
pressure and realizes pressure is nor- 
mal, and even healthy, to experience. 
But when anxieties are not chan- 
neled properly, the snowball effect 
occurs and finals-week can become a 
very stressful time in a student's life, 
Roman Carek, director of the Coun- 
seling and Career Development Cen- 
ter, said. 
According to Carek, anxieties peak 
during finals week because the stu- 
dent sees an exaggeration of every- 
thing from the semester." 
He suggested students find ways to 
relieve their anxiety such as getting 
plenty of rest, sufficient exercise, ana 
a balancing study time and free time. 
Unfortunately, many students find 
themselves playing "catch up" at the 
end of the semester because they 
have fallen behind in classes. West 
said. 
Bob Hepburn, director of The Link, 
agreed and suggested several study 
habits for students who find them- 
selves in this situation. 
FIRST, HE SAID, the student must 
sit down and make a somewhat flexi- 
ble schedule, deciding the best times 
to study certain subjects. He added 
that it helps to concentrate on one 
.subject at a time. 
"Once you get going, stay on it," 
Hepburn said. "Finish toe task." 
See PRESSURE page three 
Arms talk okays missile testing 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Prime Min- 
ister Pierre Trudeau endorsed Presi- 
dent Reagan's strategic arms 
proposals yesterday as proof the ad- 
ministration is "determined to seek 
ways to find lasting peace." That 
apparently cleared the way for the 
united States to test its cruise missile 
over Canadian skies. 
Trudeau, who earlier complained 
the proposed test flights of the cruise 
over Western Canada posed "a se- 
rious and deeply troubling issue" for 
his government, met for two hours 
with Reagan at the White House. 
According to U.S. officials, the 
cruise test issue did not directly arise. 
But it was clear the two leaders 
discussed strategic policy, partic- 
ularly Reagan's March 30 offer to cut 
back on the deployment of the cruise 
and Penning II missiles in Europe 
later this year if the Soviet Union will 
trim its intermediate-range arsenal. 
Trudeau had Indicated the decision 
on whether to allow the American test 
flights would hinge on assurances 
from the U.S. government that It is 
serious about pursuing cutbacks to 
nuclear arsenals. Wednesday, he 
pointedly informed Vice President 
George Bush that 80,000 demonstra- 
tors Bad marched against the pros- 
pect of the cruise flights to Canada. 
BUT AFTER the meeting with Rea- 
gan, Trudeau said be was convinced 
that "We are determined to seek ways 
to find lasting peace." 
The administration wants to test the 
low-flying, subsonic missile over 
Western Canada because the terrain 
resembles the region around Moscow. 
One U.S. official, who spoke only on 
condition that he not be named, said 
after the Reagan-Trudeau session 
that the United States now is "gener- 
ally, positively optimistic that when 
our request is submitted, it will be 
considered favorably." 
Reagan said be found Trudeau 
"supportive" to their talks about 
ways to trim the nuclear threat facing 
Europe. The Soviet Union has so far 
rejected Reagan's latest offer, but 
formal talks are set to resume to 
Geneva May 17. 
Trudeau also stressed the impor- 
tance of the upcoming economic sum- 
mit to Williamsburg, Va., late next 
month. The Canadian Prime Minister 
told Reagan that he believes Western 
economies are turning around, and 
the summit offers the opportunity to 
make that recovery "tasting and 
deep, and not lust another hope to 
people's minds.'' 
Reagan agreed, predicting a "a 
free and open exchange" at Williams- 
burg. 
University prof reveals 50-year-old family secret 
by Fred Rudlo 
reporter  
Those of us who have brothers or 
sisters know who they are and can 
easily recognise them. But Keith 
Rusk Dearborn, associate professor 
in the University's College of Musical 
Arts, bad two brothers more than 50 
years and until recently, never knew 
who they were. 
Dearborn, born to 1929, and bis two 
brothers were split up during the 
Depression when their mother, whose 
husband abandoned the family. could 
no longer care for them. His two 
brothers, Don, 4, and Lome, 2, were 
put into a children's home. Keith was 
adopted at nine months. 
Several years later their original 
mother, Ellen Rusk, remarried and 
took Don and Lome from the chil- 
dren's home and raised them to Royal 
Oak, Mich., a Detroit suburb. Dear- 
born said both boys remembered him, 
but their mother Insisted they never 
contact or reveal the family secret to 
him unless he contacted them first 
For 50 years she saw to It toe secret 
was kept, Dearborn said. He said he 
found out she wanted It tins way to 
protect his adoptive family. 
Dearborn was raised to Hazel Park, 
Mich., also a suburb of Detroit. Thus, 
he lived and went to school less than 
10 miles from his original family. 
He said be found out at age 13 from 
a playmate that he was adopted. He 
said be had no desire to locate his 
original family because he was happy 
with the family he had. 
"I LOVED them," he said. "As for 
my old family," he continued, "I 
simply forgot about them." 
During his yean in high school, his 
undergraduate studies at Hillsdale 
College and graduate work at West- 
minster Choir College. Dearborn said 
ha occasionally wondered about bis 
biological parents, but never decided 
to locate them. 
News of his biological family sur- 
faced whan Dearborn waa to Ms late 
20s. An old friend of the family invited 
Dearborn and his wife Helene to her 
home to Michigan, He said she 
handed him a faded picture of s young 
boy and said "He is your brother, 
Don, at age four." 
Dearborn said be couldn't believe 
it but took the photograph anyway. 
The issue was again tucked away 
and years passed before it resur- 
faced, this time to 1978, Dearborn 
said. He still had no interest in locat- 
ing his natural parents, he said, but 
now the thought of natural brothers 
sparked his interest. 
He said he started thinking more 
and more about his brothers and 
within the year, suspecting he possi- 
bly did have two brothers, he decided 
to try to locate them. 
THEN IN 19M he asked his adoptive 
mother and father to help him, he 
said. 
His worried mom said, "Son, I'm 
going to lose you." Dearborn said he 
replied, "Mom, I'm 50 years old, 
you're not going to lose me." 
Reluctantly, he said they agreed to 
help him. 
Dearborn's break to the search 
came only months ago. His passport 
application for a trip he planned to 
England was returned incomplete due 
to a problem with his birth certificate. 
After correcting Us birth record 
dated 1033, his parents explained the 
falsification occured during his adop- 
tion. Dearborn said. 
Although be never asked where he 
got bis middle name, Rusk, from, bis 
parents now took the opportunity to 
tell him it was really his original 
family's last name, Dearborn added. 
His next correspondence with the 
federal government verified this and 
also verified the existence of his two 
brothers, whose last names were 
Rusk. 
AFTER DAYS of checking phone 
directories,   Dearborn   determined 
that Lome Rusk, a Michigan resident, 
could be one of his older brothers. "I 
See FOUND page four 
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Staffs homework 
is your newspaper 
rpoday's edition of the News will be the last for the regular 
J. academic year at the University. The summer BG News, 
a weekly edition, will be published every Wednesday begin- 
ning June IS. 
This staffs homework is finished for the 1982-1983 school 
year. Homework that has been an information source for the 
University community and homework that has also been 
training for our profession. Each interview we conduct, 
every story we write and every editorial decision we make is 
a learning experience. Even our inexcusable errors are 
learning experiences. This homework is a way for us to apply 
what our classroom learnings have taught us and a way to 
experience what no classroom work would ever be able-to 
teach us. 
Four times a week we face the critical eye of our readers 
who examine these pages that print our performance. And 
Just like a graded paper from a professor, we at the News 
receive our marks, usually in a verbal manner. Sometimes it 
may seem we have a monolopy on blundering. But all 
students need only to look at their last paper to see this is not 
true. 
However, as student journalists, we have a responsibilty to 
our work and to do it well. There is no excuse for mistakes to 
find their way into these pages, even so, they do. And when 
we parade our illiteracy, we end up being inaccurate, 
incomplete and unfair journalists. When we have done our 
assignments poorly, it may not hurt our academic standing, 
but it may cause someone to become a victim. 
It requires a lot of work and a lot of people to put out this 
newspaper. Aside from the reporters, editors, photogra- 
phers, keyliners, printers, distributors and salespeople, it 
takes people to feed us with information and someone to read 
our work. 
At this time we would like to thank all of those who helped 
us, even if they did not want to, do our homework this year. 
From the staff, faculty and administrators who have been 
hounded by new reporters year after year about the same 
issues, to those students whose accomplishments or defeats 
made the News. 
Education first step against racism 
Strength in diplomacy 
stands against terrorists 
Despite the devastation and deaths 
at the embassy bombing in Beirut, 
Ronald Reagan is lucky thus far to 
have escaped a hostage episode like 
COMMENTARY 
by Max Lerner 
ri.MM,,..,,,-, ,„ — 
Jimmy Carter's which would leave 
him helpless to respond. America has 
bean damaged but not rendered pow- 
erless. 
As it turns out, the embassy opera- 
tion had less to do with Lebanese 
politics than with Iranian. It was 
carried through by a Shi'ite terrorist 
faction and directed against Ameri- 
can "imperialists," as were earlier 
attacks on American marines. But 
while it aimed to spread chaos and 
compel the U.S. to withdraw its 
peacekeeping forces, its larger aim 
was to assert dramatically the Aya- 
toDah Khomeini's resolve to destroy 
the power of his "Satanic" target, 
America. 
Thus the embassy attack must be 
aeon as one of the marginal results of 
the Iranian revolution. The West will 
continue to pay heavily for that reve- 
lation, as the Iranians have. Khomei- 
ni's regime, to be sure, has been 
wounded by the war with Iraq, has 
been bleeding from its internal ene- 
mies of the Left, and has been 
stricken by OPECs price collapse. 
Bat as its absolutism thrives on its 
repressions, so its fanaticism thrives 
on its ordeals. 
The current assumption is that the 
explosive-packed pickup truck was 
rammed into the embassy by a Shi'ite 
on a suicide mission. Between reli- 
gious and political fanaticisms, the 
religious brand is the stronger. A 
fundamentalist Muslim, guerrilla- 
trained, enlisted in a Holy war, cer- 
tain that he will find sanctuary in a 
Muslim heaven, is a hard factor to 
calculate on or guard against. 
A wall around the American com- 
pound would have tightened the secu- 
rity, but in the end there is no 
protection against the will of fanatics 
to whom their own death only means 
life everlasting. 
This should place the emphasis 
where it belongs, on American under- 
standing of world forces and on the 
strength of American resolve. 
There will be many who go with 
Sen. Barry Goldwater and his call for 
getting the Marines out of Lebanon, 
but I don't. Having set Its course of 
action, America must show that it 
cannot be deflected by terrorism. To 
back and bend is to invite an endless 
series of stepped-up terrorist acts. 
It was the question of resolve that 
doomed Jimmy Carter's administra- 
tion in its dealings with both the Shah 
and Khomeini Carter veered between 
his dovish Secretary Cyrus Vance and 
his hawkish security adviser, Zbigi- 
niew Brzezinski, and the weakness of 
the first lost him what the hard-line 
advice of the second couldn't retrieve. 
From the start, Carter and his 
officials lacked the clarity to under- 
stand the vulnerabilities of the Shah, 
which were far more important than 
his tyrannies. Nor could they decide 
on whether and how to strengthen him 
and his .generals, nor on what kind of 
regime they were prepared to support 
in order to prevent the triumph of the 
dark, sinister and fanatical revolution 
of Khomeini. 
"Pas de sele," Talleyrand said. He 
was wrong. He should have warned 
not gainst zeal but against self doubt 
in diplomacy. In a world of power and 
it is the ideal with zeal behind 
It that triumphs over the lifeless, 
gutless idea with no force of will or 
Kn^ntiMtfam behind it, and with only 
wavering doubts to support it. 
Max Lerner is a columnist for the Los 
Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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I am writing in regard to the Opin- 
ion column written here In the Mews 
March 25. The article dealt with the 
rcct^t report on the status of women 
COMMENTARY 
by Lawrence K. Boyd 
and minorities at the University. It 
calls for a class to be taught on 
discrimination against women and 
minorities which would be required 
for all Incoming freshmen, as well as 
seminars for professors and adminis- 
trators. 
I would first like to thank the News 
for your brilliant deduction; however, 
I believe your solution was somewhat 
narrow. First of all, this problem of 
discrimination has been around for 
hundreds of years now and if a class 
was all that was needed to end it, I 
think the problem would have been 
solved many years ago. So before I go 
on I would like to say there are many 
approaches to the problem at hand 
and to educate is only one. 
Secondly, it must be fully under- 
stood that this class is only one step, 
and it should be dealt with as such. 
The hard fact is that a class on dis- 
crimination can only be a beginning 
for the University, and nothing more. 
There must be other ideas imple- 
mented that will combat this "malig- 
nant disease." 
My second major point and what I 
would like to focus on is ethnic stud- 
ies. Let me first congratulate the 
News tor finally catching up with the 
times. Students have been arguing for 
something similar to the News' plan 
for many years now. 
Their proposal calls for two re- 
quired Ethnic Studies courses; one to 
be taken in the freshman year, the 
other in the Junior year. Their propo- 
sal also calls for seminars to be taken 
byprofesssors and administrators. 
For several reasons I think this 
proposal is more feasible than the one 
the News presented. The fact is, a 
class on discrimination of women and 
minorities is too ambiguous. One 
must realize discrimination against 
women Is different than against 
blacks, and discrimination against 
blacks is different than against Lat- 
inos. 
Unfortunately what the News did 
and what many people have a ten- 
dency to do is to group all of these 
"minorities" together and try to solve 
all of these many different problems 
st one time. This grouping will never 
work because women's experience, 
past history and values are one. The 
black experience, past history and 
values are another. That of the Latino 
is yet another, and to cram all of these 
experiences Into one course is an 
insult. 
That's saying that the problems of 
"minorities1' are not complex and are 
easily solvable; however they are not. 
If these problems were that easy to 
solve, someone would have solved 
them years ago, and thus I would not 
be writing this article. What people 
have to realize is the United States is 
indeed a homogeneous society. And 
each subculture nas a totally different 
set of attributes, perceptions and va- 
lue systems, and they have to be dealt 
with as such. 
This belief of cramming all of these 
different experiences together is say- 
ing that one's own attributes, beliefs, 
and behaviors are based on human 
universals, and that is totally false. I 
believe the approach I have outlined 
Is better and more realistic. The Eth- 
nic Studies Department teaches many 
classes on racism and discrimination. 
The hard fact Is that white students 
do not support such classes. And 
strangely enough these are the same 
people who do not believe there is a 
problem. These are also the same 
people who "blame the victim" when 
a problem they do not understand 
arises. Well, common sense says if 
you don't understand something, you 
study it to find understanding. The 
hard facts are that people remain 
ignorant on the subject of racism and 
discrimination. So when a specific 
problem arises they say, "Well I'm 
sorry but I didn't know, or I didn't 
realize it" 
Although many whites don't find 
this true, this can be partially proven 
by the low numbers of white students 
enrolled in Ethnic Studies courses. 
This problem can be rectified by 
forcing students to take Ethnic Stud- 
ies courses. 
The 1963 General Bulletin states, 
"The baccalaureate degree program 
should enable all students to achieve 
the intellectual, ethical, and cultural 
lmaturity which will allow them to 
become responsible participants in 
our society.'' 
I think what the bulletin says could 
become a reality if the proposal that I 
have outlined Is enacted. Otherwise, I 
really don't think a majority of the 
people who have graduated from the 
University have fullfUled all of their 
requirements for the baccalaureate 
degree, in fact I would go a step 
farther and say the majority of the 
students who leave the University are 
culturally Ignorant. 
In conclusion I would like to say 
that it makes no sense to create 
something new when the University 
already has facilities for that task. 
Therefore, our goal should be to try 
and get these f adliUes utilized. 
The Ethnic Studies Department tea- 
ches classes on racism, discrimina- 
tion, and sexism. However, white 
students are not enrolling in these 
classes. Therefore, I feel these 
courses must be required. 
Finally, I would like to say the 
ethnic studies approach is one of the 
best ways to counter prejudices and 
stereotypes, because It counters the 
ignorance that causes them. The prej- 
udices can be lessened with knowl- 
ge about a group's history, culture 
9 experience. 
Therefore, the goal of Ethnic Stud- 
ies is group literacy. This means 
literacy is an ongoing process, so It is 
doubtful only one course would be 
enough to complete the process. This 
is why I am advocating two courses. I 
think by requiring a course In the 
freshman year ana in the junior year 
it will at least keep the process going. 
Requiring Ethnic Studies courses 
would be the beginning of the process. 
A student would learn different back- 
grounds of culture and different histo- 
ries besides white (European) 
history, and begin to realise the dif- 
ferent perceptions, beliefs and value 
systems each individual culture 
holds. Then the student can hopefully 
respect these other cultures and make 
a homogenous United States truly 
possible. 
Lawrence K. Boyd, a senior Interper- 
sonal and public communication ma- jor, is past vice president of the Black 
Student Union. 
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Athletic director clarifies 
athlete benefits article 
I wish to clarify and react to several 
statements which appeared in the 
article, "Benefits for athletes" which 
ran on page one of Tuesday's BG 
News. 
First, athletes are not given sweat- 
suits, shirts, shoes and shorts as was 
Indicated in the article. The fact is, 
athletes are issued items which are 
considered athlete equipment appro- 
priate to the sport involved, for which 
the athlete is responsible. At the end 
of the sports season, if an athlete does 
not return Items Issued, he or she is 
billed for them. 
There was also a quote from an 
unnamed athlete that he/she received 
a check for $800. The only money ever 
given to an athlete is for room and 
board. Under NCAA rules, we are 
allowed to give a student who elects to 
live off campus the equivalent 
amount of money that it would cost 
him/her to live an campus. 
Thirdly, on the Issue of free admit- 
tance for athletes to movie theaters, 
the facts are as follows. We have not 
requested, made arrangements for, 
nor would we endorse a "special list" 
policy which would enable athletes to 
attend movies without charge simply 
by showing identification. 
We are very proud of our athletic 
program and the successes it has 
achieved. We are also proud of the 
way our student-athletes have con- 
ducted themselves on and off the 
court/field. As lone as I am asso- 
ciated with Bowling Green athletics, I 
pledge that we will continue always to 
follow the rules, policies and regula- 
tions of Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity, the Mid-American Conference 
and the NCAA. 
Jock C. Gregory 
AIM otic Director 
Students must continue 
tight for political liberty 
Political liberty - "the right to 
participate in determining the form, 
choosing the nffictai» making the 
laws, and carrying on the function of 
one's government." (Webster's New 
World) We have found through our 
experiences in student government 
that political liberty is not a universal 
belief in society, and especially at this 
University. Political liberty is some- 
thing that should not have to be fought 
for out, in many circumstances, it 
must be fought for before any other 
issues can be addressed. 
The proposed changes to the Stu- 
dent Code area prime example of how 
obtaining the right to participate had 
to be resolved before the "real" is- 
sues could be addressed. We are 
proud that the student body did recog- 
nize that participation is a right 
Hopefully, all those involved have 
realized from this experience that you 
must listen to students. However, we 
are deeply concerned that not all have 
learned from this experience - why 
the delay in establishing a student 
code review committee that was 
promised and agreed to be organized 
Immediately? 
The definition of political liberty is 
much broader than mere patiefpa- 
tion, and extends to the right to select 
one's governing officials. Unlike last 
year's well-known (or not so well- 
known) selection process, the current 
searches for vice presidents allow the 
whole University community the op- 
portunity to present their opinions In 
the selection of our governing offi- 
cials. It is up to us to make our beliefs 
known to the appropriate people and 
hopefully,  the  decision-maker  will 
For society to advance, individuals 
must exercise their political liberty. 
By exercising their political liberty 
during the past year, students have 
improved their society through the 
creation of a Student Legal Services 
program. It Is up to you to finish the 
task and see that the Student Legal 
Services becomes a success. 
We hope that in the coming year, 
each of us exercises our political 
liberty, and stands up to be heard. If 
those who should hear do not listen - 
fight to be heard and conquer. 
Everett Gallagher 
Pretldent, Undergraduate Student Qov- 
wiwit#nt 
MerkDolsn 
Vice President, Undergraduate Student 
Oovemment. 
Opossum article held 
Inaccurate details 
Among the several minor inaccura- 
cies included in Steve Wynalda's 
AprttS article "Opossum lovers en- 
large family" are a couple of 
statements which must not stand un- 
corrected. I have never contained any 
number of opossums in "a 25-by-12- 
inch box." Groups of four or five 
adults (and their litters) are housed in 
13-by-24 foot runs with free access to 
the outdoors. 
And opossums never hang upside- 
clown by their tails. 
I, for one, should have known better 
than to have an article about my work 
appear in the BG News without in- 
sisting on proofreading the final copy. 
Donna Meliner 
Biological Science* 
United States plays at 
being a religious nation 
As I read the commentary by 
James W. Hatton entitled "Charades 
of Gandhi's ideals reign in India" (April SO, 1983), I couldn't help but 
think, as I'm sure many other did, 
that the people described in the arti- 
cle are lust a bunch of hypocrites. 
How could they hold Gandhi in such 
high regard while at the same time 
mock his teachings? How can they be 
so proud of him and ignore what he 
said, all in the same breath? It didn't 
take me very long to realize, however, 
that the people of the United States 
have made a similar, more costly 
mistake. 
Many people In this country proudly 
refer to the U.S. as a •'Christian 
nation." In fact our currency even 
says "In God We Trust" on ft. Yet, 
moat Americans ingore, mock, and 
cheapen the teachings of Jesus Christ 
even more than those in India do the 
teachings of Gandhi. Jesus taught and 
lived a love that sacrifices anything 
and everything for others, not a su- 
perficial ''love*' that gives only when 
it can gain. Jesus spoke of selling 
one's  posessions   and   giving   the 
money to the poor, not of fattening a 
bank account or buying a bigger 
house. Above all else, Jesus taught 
and lived a total devotion to God and 
to His will, a gving up of one's life for 
God, not a shallow religion whose god 
is simply a "yes man" for one's own 
desires. 
So why do we use the saying "In 
God We Trust" when it is clear that 
we do not? I doubt that we have the 
rest of the world convinced, and I 
know God isn't being fooled. We are 
only fooling ourselves. Why dont we 
put an end to this charade? If we truly 
want to be a Christian nation, then 
let's get on our knees and humbly 
seek God and His forgiveness. If we 
don't want to serve the living God. 
let's drop the charade right now and 
stop playing at being "religious." 
MHk 
519 Ridge #27 
RESPOND 
The BG News Opinion Page is the 
forum for comments re- 
articles in The News or 
issues concerning the 
University and its community. 
Guest columns from members of 
the University community are 
gladly accepted. If you would like 
to write a 'commentary' column 
please contact the editorial editor. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, triple- 
spaced and signed. Your address 
and phone number must be in- 
cluded for verification. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. All submissions are sub- 
ject to condensation 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG News 
1M University Hall 
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Tutors available for students needing assistance 
by Deborah L. Caato 
reporter 
When you think you might flunk 
English 100 or your computer pro- 
gram has more errors than "Carter 
has little liver pills," it might be a 
good time to call for help, when you 
call, remember the Student Devel- 
Center, 424 Student Services 
"The center has been in existence 
since 1970 and was originally devel- 
oped for the non-traditional student," 
Patricia Hick, tutoring coordinator at 
the center, said. Students who have 
economical or educational restraints 
might not have orginally planned to 
attend college. 
"We help alleviate some of their 
difficulties; strengthen some weak 
areas," Hicks saidT 
"Some of these students didn't de- 
cide to attend college until their iunior 
or senior year in high school and 
didn't take the college preparatory 
courses or the proper high school 
math courses," she added. 
The three basic "R's" are not the 
only courses tutors are available for. 
"WE HAVE tutors who tutor seve- 
ral areas including math, history, 
statistics, computer science, English, 
accounting, physics, chemistry, bi- 
ology, Spanish, French, psychology 
andsociology," Hicks said. 
The Student Development Center 
tries to help all students who request 
help. 
''When a student calls needing tutor 
assistance, he is given a tutor refer- 
ral," Hicks said. It's the student's 
responsibility to contact the tutor for 
an appointment," she added. 
Although some students would be 
willing to pay for these services, he 
said, there is no charge. 
The tutor's salaries are paid by the 
federally funded center, Hicks said. 
The tutors, some graduate and 
some undergraduate students, must 
have a 3.0 grade point average in the 
tutoring area and an overall average 
of 2.5 or better, Hicks said. The tutors 
must be Juniors or sophomores and 
must be students we hire through 
student employment, she added. 
The center has an average of 25-30 
tutors at this time and tutors 300-400 
Library monitors maintain security 
by Carol Murphy 
reporter 
As the semester comes to a close, 
many people might reflect upon 
how good the year was and what 
was accomplished. One project of 
debate has been the new library 
monitors. 
According to Diane Regan, li- 
brary coordinator, library mon- 
itors work to help enforce policies 
and maintain security. The mon- 
itor system began the first week of 
February. 
Part of the monitor's Job is to 
issue warnings to people who are 
eating, drinking and smoking out- 
side of designated areas. 
"Nightly they talk to dozens of 
people," Regan said. "That's all 
it's taken except for one person." 
When students are warned of a 
violation, they recieve a paper 
explaining the library's policies 
and later receive a letter through 
; what actually the mail i 
happened, she said 
if students receive a second 
warning within six months, they 
appear before Standards and Pro- 
cedures or Campus Safety and 
Security. 
MONITORS ALSO help secure 
the library after it closes. Regan 
said they have found people in the 
after hours. Some were 
ly violating the hours while 
d Just fallen asleep, she 
Checking the equipment inside 
the building is another duty of the 
library monitors. They check the 
fire equipment, alarms and plumb- 
ing. Because of these checks, two 
malfunctioning alarms that help 
secure the stacks were detected. 
"The monitors are proving to be 
a very valuable asset because that 
(fire equipment) was not being 
checked regularly." 
Regan said another aid in finding 
rule violators has been student 
Kr pressure. Many students have 
n willing to testify as witness 
against violators. 
Regan said monitors will con- 
tinue to work this summer and next 
fall. 
"They are extremely conscien- 
tious," she said. "They feel a 
strong commitment to do the job 
they have to do although they have 
found it very tedious at times." 
students each semester. Hicks said. 
DAVID MONTGOMERY, senior 
management information systems 
major, has tutored computer science 
for one year. 
"I am currently tutoring 15 students 
this semester," Montgomery said. 
"On the average I meet with them 
(tutees) once or twice a week for 
about two hours," he said. 
Programs seem to be the hardest 
for the students to catch on to, he said. 
"I mainly deal with programs," 
Montgomery said. "I try to give them 
some sort of idea of how to write the 
Pressure  
program; I never write the program 
for them," he added. 
Frustration seems to be what 
brings the students to the center, 
Montgomery said. "The people have 
never had any relationship with com- 
puters before, and in most cases are 
taking a beginning computer science 
course to fulfill a requirement" 
The students generally wait until 
four or five weeks into the semester 
before coming to the center for assis- 
tance, Montgomery said. As soon as 
they (the tutee) get back the first test 
they come running to us for help. 
The BG News — Bowling Green's only morning newspaper 
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He also said he it is beneficial to the 
student to leave at least 15 percent to 
20 percent of the time in a day for the 
unexpected. For example, it might 
take a student a little longer to study 
for a specific exam than had been 
previously planned. 
Carek said that too rigid of a sched- 
ule may make a person feel like a 
"slave to a schedule, and this can be 
very stressful." 
Getting at the task is another sug- 
gestion of Hepburn's. 
"Simply do it. and it need not nag 
you anymore," he said. 
According to West, students should 
also have some sort of physical activ- 
ity during this week. This will reduce 
tension and loosen tight muscles. 
"Exercise also releases endorphins 
into the body, which are natural pain 
killers and make a person feel better 
about himself," West said. 
LEARNING AND practicing stress 
relaxation techniques can reduce feel- 
ings of pressure. West said. 
Relaxation   techniques   such   as 
breathing deeply and exhaling slowly, 
clearing the mind of all thoughts 
while counting to 10, and simple 
stretching are excellent ways to lower 
heart rate and blood pressure, Hep- 
burn said. 
Another factor in the reduction of 
anxiety is eating correctly. According 
to West, a lot of students during this 
time either diet or binge. She said 
students should not diet during finals 
because dieting increases tension. 
"Don't stuff yourself or starve your- 
self, she said. "Eat light, nutritious 
food." 
West suggested getting the right 
amount of the four basic food groups 
and plenty of water. She said without 
any one of these, one's concentration 
level is affected. 
If people eat correctly, she added, 
they will need less sleep, and "the 
more time awake, the more time 
there.is available to be productive." 
Another beneficial aspect to a less 
stressful finals week is simply talking 
about the pressure to someone. 
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Seniors: 
• The 1983 KEY will not arrive 
until September. Did you remember 
to have it mailed? 
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GOOD BYE AND GOOD LUCK!! 
Pie 
Registration 
Are you going to be in Bowling Green 
this summer? 
Do you need something exciting to do? 
BE A PRE-REG 
June 27-^22 VOLUNTEER 
Opportunities include: Greeting New Students 
• Giving Tours 
• Leading Discussion 
Sign up by May 6 in 405 Student Services 
Found  
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couldn't place the call my- 
self though," he said, "I 
wouldn't have known what 
to lay. I got a friend to 
place the call for me." 
He said his friend phoned 
and Agnes Rusk answered. 
"Hello," Dearborn's 
friend said, "I'm a friend 
of Keith Rusk Dearborn 
calling to speak with Lome 
Rusk, is be there?" 
"No," she said, "but 
please don't hang up. 
we've been waiting for this 
call for 25 years! 
She explained everyone 
in the family knew of Keith 
Dearborn, and for years 
had been waiting for him to 
contact one of them. Dear- 
born said. The family had 
all honored the request of 
Ellen Rusk to avoid speak- 
ing with Keith unless he 
contacted someone in the 
Rusk family first. Dear- 
born added. 
The same day Dearborn 
said he received a call 
from a man who was trav- 
eling in Kentucky. 
"HELLO,"   the   man 
said, "I'm coming to visit 
Ctomorrow. My name is 
le   Rusk,   I'm   your 
brother." 
Dearborn said he could 
not sleep that night. 
He said he was waiting 
March 1 on his front porch 
at 216 W. Washington St., 
when Lome pulled up in 
the driveway. They 
warmly greeted each 
other, Dearborn said, and 
it was then Dearborn 
learned of another older 
brother,   Don,   and   a 
Sounger stepsister, Karen. 
le said he also learned 
about his biological 
mother, Ellen Rusk, who 
at 75, had died within the 
year. 
A large gathering was 
held April 15 and over 60 
Dearborns and Rusks ar- 
rived at Don Rusk's home 
in Almada, Mich., to cele- 
brate the uniting of the two 
families. 
Dearborn said they 
talked about 50 years of 
memories including a time 
13 years ago when Lome 
stood next to Dearborn In a 
Michigan church choir for 
almost a year. Lome knew 
Dearborn was his vounger 
brother, but he suffered in 
silence so as not to reveal 
the decades' old family 
secret, Dearborn said. 
Today the two families 
practically converse on a 
daily basis. 
"It's lust great to have 
so much love," Dearborn 
said. 
"The entire event has 
brought us all so close to- 
gether, my brothers, my 
adoptive parents, my step- 
sister, everyone," he said. 
PRE-JOURNALISM 
MAJORS 
JOUR 300 is open tor 
the Summer Session 
to qualified persons. See 
catalog tor prerequisites, 
I hen apply for class by 
tiling closed course 
card with School of 
Journalism main office. 
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SUNDAY     noon - 2:30 am 
MON-WED 11:00 am - 2:00 am 
THURS-SAT 11:00 am - 3:00 am 
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS 
OVER S«U» IN B.Q. ONLY 
Keith Rusk Dearborn 
I 
Student Publications wishes all 
graduating keyliners happy job hunting. 
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LARGE PIZZA     '5 
with OIM Ham t this coupon 
FREE DELIVERY 
MARK'S PIZZA PUB 
352-3551 
CLIP 4 SAVE $$ Explras  5-7-83 
Look for the 






FREE Laundry service FREE Movie Channel 
FREE Weekly maid service $ DISCOUNTS: Motel/Restaurant 
FREE Carpet shampooing   INTEREST PAID: Security Deposits 
This is the ultimate in eff-mmfms-hmMingy 
This ii a limited time offer: Ends at noon. Saturday, April SOth. 
It is good on our four student, nine month leases only. 
ACT NOW 
Your friends will envy the extra money and time you will have 
while our staff pampers you with these services and amenities. 
FALCON PLAZA, 121 State Street 
(next to SamB's). Owned and managed 
by BEST WESTERN Falcon Plaza 
Motel, across from Harshman dorm. 
Phone 352-4671 or 352-1800. 
/HERE PRIDE IN SERVICE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 
PROGRAM. UP TOS1000 A YEAR 
PLUS A COMMISSION. 
If you passed up Army 
ROTC during your first rwo 
years of college, you can 
enroll in our 2-year pro- 
gram before you start your 
last two. 
Your training will start 
the summer after your 
sophomore year at a six-weck 
Army ROTC Basic Camp 
ltll pay off, too. You'll 
earn over$600 for attend- 
ing Basic Camp and up to 
$1,000 a year for your last 
rwo years of college 
But. more important, 
you'll be on your way to earn- 
ing a commission in today's 
Army—which includes the 
Army Reserve and Army 
National Guard - while you're 
earning a college degree. 
ARMY ROTC 
BIAU.YOUCANBE. 
At BGSU. for mort information 
call Jim Coomlar at 
372-2476 or stop by 
Room 151 Memorial Hall. 
Tfce BG Hew/*** » , HO S 
Hispanics protest 
NEW BRAUNFELS, 
Texas (AP) - This quiet 
town has been torn by ra- 
cial tension since a soldier 
who got "stumbling 
drunk received probation 
for running over and kill- 
ing a Mexican American 
family of four. 
Demonstrators carry 
picket signs, three tail in- 
mates launched a hunger 
strike and this week a 
largely Hispanic group led 
a march - all to protest 
what they consider exces- 
sively lenient treatment by 
authorities. 
Comal County District 
Attorney William Sch- 
roeder, prosecuted Pfc. 
William Dale Savage only 
for the death of the father. 
The Hispanic community 
in this town, which was 
settled by German immi- 
grants, demands he be 
fried for the other three 
deaths. 
"If this had been a Mexi- 
can American man run- 
ning over a German family 
of four, there's no doubt 
they would have tried all 
four cases," Hispanic 
leader Mack Martinez 
said. 
Savage, 23, assigned to 
the Army's Fort Sam 
Houston in San Antonio, 
had downed several beers 
the night of Oct. 30 at New 
Braunfels' Wurstfest, an 
annual celebration of its 
German heritage. 
RUBEN SAUCEDA, his 
pregnant wife, Hortencia, 
and their two young chil- 
dren were crossing a high- 
way Just outside town 
when Savage's yellow 
Volkswagen plowed into 
them. 
Bexar County Medical 
Examiner Vincent DiMiao 
testified that Savage was 
"stumbling drunk and 
registered almost double 
the legal limit of intoxica- 
tion. 
But Schroeder has re- 
fused to prosecute Savage 
further and now, because 
of the protests, he enters 
the courthouse by the back 
door. 
"There's such a thing in 
this country as cruel and 
unusual punishment," Sch- 
roeder said. "What's the 
point of putting that man 
through four trials? A jury 
has spoken. A man has 
been convicted of involun- 
tary manslaughter. If jus- 
tice is not that jury's 
verdict, then what is jus- 
tice?" 
The jury, which included 
one Hispanic, recom- 
mended a probated sen- 
tence, ana the judge 
accepted that recommen- 
dation April 15. 
Hispanic leaders bitterly 
contend there is no justice 
in New Braunfels for Meri- 
Two bedroom, unfurnished $300 mo   I year lease 
$355/mo. 9 mo. lease 
(Divided between all of You I) 
Summer Rate:  '300 entire summer! 
Uk«, actor It!!! 
Coll 352-4380 otw 10 o * 352-7361 otter 3 p.m. 
Sunday through Fndoy 
It't totally awtiomi fer-surrll! 
MMJ Am Mow Third o«d fourth $fi 
or* got apo*tm«nH with om heat 
woW and cooking ort FREEH 
EACH equipped with gorboo* diipotol. 
o»f condmorung. coWe n©o*-vp ond 
 low o* norogelll  
QUALITY FROM 
FRANCE 
131 W Hoaui Strut 
Mt Green, ONo <3*OS 
(419) 35S-69W 
r FALL 1983 Greenbriar North 
1 Bedroom Furnished 
and Unfurnished 
From $175.00/ month A electric 
Efficiencies Furnished 
and Unfurnished 
From $150.00 /month 





College Seniors ft Graduates 
Aim High 
The Air Force has 
the following positions 
available: 
NAVIGATOR-Any lour year 
decree. ..Ages 18 to 26. 
METEOnOLOOIST-Four year 
degree with calculus & 
physics/physics lab. 
ENGINEER—Junior. Senior 
or Graduate Aeronautical, 
Astronautical. Aerospace or 
Electrical Engineering Major 
You've put a lot ot effort into earning 
your college degree. Now it's time 
for that degree to do something lor you. It can open 
the door to one of the finest opportunities available 
to college graduates—Air Force Officer Training 
School Completing this three month course can put 
you into executive positions right away. 
If you're looking for a career that offers an excellent 
starting salary, job security, complete dental and 
medical care. 20 year retirement—Aim High—Aim 
lor the US. Air Force. (ROTCinfo available } For more 
information call (collect): 
TSgt Gary Wlnebrenner 
280 S. Main St., Room 102 





can Americana, who make 
up about 30 percent of this 
picturesque hill country 
town's population of 22,400. 
"THERE'S A long tradi- 
tion of racism against 
Mexican Americans in 
New Braunfels," Marti- 
nez, an Austin lawyer rep- 
resenting a group called 
the Committee for Justice 
for All, said. 
Several years ago, U.S. 
Rep. Henry Gonzalez of 
nearby San Antonio, a His- 
panic, was denied entrance 
toacity park. 
Justice for All has asked 
State District Judge Rob- 
ert Pfeuffer, who presided 
over Savage's trial, to call 
in a special prosecutor 
from the Texas attorney 
general's office, insisting 
that Savage be held ac- 
countable for all four 
deaths. 
Pickets tote signs at the 
courthouse every day, and 
most placards include ref- 
erences to a fifth death - 
Mrs. Sauceda's unborn 
child. 
Savage, who had no pre- 
vious record, also was 
fined $5,000. He since has 
returned to the Army base 
and has had no comment 
on the case. 
Congratulations 
you made it 
through another 
semester 
^ I , m 
a 
INDIAN RIVER APTS. 
4th & Elm St 
Special Summer Rates 
• Exquisitely designed 
• 2 bdmi. loft apt. 
• Vailed ceilings 
• 2-car garage 
• Lots of space 
• Ultra-large balconies 
• Laundry facilities 
Can 352-4380,10-3, Sunday-Thursday 




09 HIGH - 2 bdrm. turn. 
801 FIFTH • 2 bdrm. turn. 
824 SIXTH - 2 bdrm. torn. 
!• LAUNDRY FACILITIES • PRICES AVAILABLE FOR;j 
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Lee Anne Stolley 
Cindy Trowbridge 
Shana Young 
Carol Lynn Austin 
We'll miss you!                          A 




Happiness and Prosperity 
to all the BGSU 
1983 Graduates! 
It has been our 
pleasure to serve you! 
BEST OF LUCK! 
THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN 
Graduate Students and Faculty 
825 Third Street: Nicely arranged one bedroom 
apartments for fall. Rents start at $260 per month 
including heat and hot water. A quiet place main- 
tained exclusively for graduate students, faculty, 
and very mature undergraduates. 
Undergraduate* 
841 Eighth Street: Only one apartment left for 
fall.   Two   bedrooms   from   $230   per   month. 
Unequivocally, the best deal in town for students. 
Faculty and Staff 
Manville Manor: 755 Manville. $290 per month. 
Four months free rent.  12 month lease only. 
Unquestionably the best apartment value in B.C. 
Two  bedrooms;   bath  and  one-half.  The  new 
Manville Manor is worth looking at. 
Make ua an offer for your 
aummar auai imant. 
We're open from 11:00 to 7:00 Weekdays and from 
10:00 to 5:00 Saturdays. Sunday by appointment 
Call Jon Mossey at 354-3951 or 352-2791. 
Stop by our model at 755 Manville! 
f Nnru'man Ural KsiaU'('ompan> 
V             HltllM H \l.|   ,\ M \\ M.I Ml  \ 1             J 
  
354-3951 
idTofel      SAVE 20% 
-.^-L  Friday & Saturday 
April 29 & 30 
SPRING CLEARANCE 
20% Off ON AH MERCHANDI! 
THAT IS. AH MERCHANDISE' 
• All Books - Trade & Text 
• Back Packs 
• Glassware 
• T-shirts & shorts 
• Sweatshirts 
• All hats 
• Calculators 
• School Supplies 
TWO DAYS OF HOGE 
SAVINGS! 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
APRIL 29 & 30 
ALL SALES FINAL 
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE 
530 E. Wooster 
M-F 9:00-5:30 
Sat. 9:00-5:00 
Visa and Mastercard Accepted 
I The BG Newi/April », IMS 







COFFEE,HOT CHOC. &TEA 
Fighting heart disease and 
stroke is a life or death matter. 
Shots fired on steps f        ^u~„^« «*«« Jury charges man 
Woman Charged     with selling reports 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A 
Cleveland woman was 
charged with attempted 
murder yesterday after 
shooting and seriously 
wounding another woman 
on the steps of the federal 
courthouse. 
Kathleen Burke, 25, was 
charged with shooting Eva 
Gouge, of Lakewood, as 
Gouge left the courthouse 
after a bankruptcy hear- 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
21 
ge was listed in crit- 
ical condition after several 
hours of surgery at St. Vin- 
cent Charity Hospital. Dan 
Bomeii, a hospital spokes- 
man, said the woman had 
at least four gunshot 
wounds, to the chest and 
stomach. 
Burke was charged with 
a federal crime because 
the incident took place 
within the confines of the 
Executive Cabinet 
positions are now available: 
Academic Affairs Coordinator 
National State and Community 
Affairs Coordinator 
Ohio Student Association 
Coordinator 
Public Relations Coordinator 
Student Welfare Coordinator 
Treasurer 
4 
* Pick up your application in 405 Student Services. 








on the LSAT 
by Jonathan D. Kantrowitt, 
J. 0.. Harvard Law School 
Compreharrtrva com- 
puter-assisted instruction, fea- 
turing automatic timing, scoring, 




Available txcluslwly from: 
courthouse building, 
according to FBI spokes- 
man John Sommer. 
She was arraigned be- 
fore U.S. Magistrate Jack 
Streepy, who set her bond 
at $200,000 and scheduled a 
preliminary   hearing   for 
Eyewitnesses, including 
a janitor, said a Cleveland 
police officer who was 
working across the street 
near a construction site 
arrested Burke as she tried 
to board a bus near the 
courthouse. 
Sommer said it wasn't 
known exactly how many 
shots were fired. 
A DEPUTY court clerk 
working inside the building 
said seven shots were fired 
from an eight-round clip 
recovered at the scene. 
The clerk, who declined 
to be identified, said, "It 
looks like a love triangle 
thing." Cleveland radio 
station WERE reported 
that Burke is married to 
Samuel Burke, a Cuyahoga 
County sheriff's deputy 
who previously was mar- 
ried to Gouge. 
According to clerks in 
the federal bankruptcy 
court. Gouge had attended 
a discharge hearing on a 
personal Bankruptcy case 
shortly before the shoot- 
ing. 
The Rev. John Jam- 
nicky, who was about 75 
feet from the shooting 
scene, said a woman with a 
gun came from inside the 
courthouse's main doors. 
He said he heard at least 
four "soft pops" and saw a 
woman fall on the steps 
outside about 10:30 a.m. 
"I thought it was a fake 
C" he said. "I didn't 
anything but a soft 
pop." 
Welcome to Friday 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
federal grand jury charged 
a former Defense Depart- 
ment intelligence analyst 
yesterday with selling, for 
$32,000, secret U.S. reports 
about the Middle East to 
Libya and ex-CIA Agent 
Edwin Wilson. 
Waldo Dubberstein. 75, 
who retired as a Middle 
East specialist for the De- 
fense Intelligence Agency 
in March, 1982, was named 
in a seven-count indict- 
ment returned in U.S. Dis- 
trict Court in suburban 
Alexandria, Va. 
He was charged with 
bribery, conspiracy to de- 
fraud the government, dis- 
closing secret and top- 
secret information and 
concealing his alleged Li- 
byan contacts from Penta- 
gon security officers. 
Dubberstein is the first 
person charged in the Wil- 
son affair for actions taken 
while he was employed by 
the U.S. government. 
The grand jury said 
Dubberstein traveled se- 
cretly to Tripoli, Libya, 
under an assumed name in 
K, iW^ Quaua, Inc. 




STROH'S, SIGMA CHI, AND U.S. 
TOBACCO COMPANY WANT TO 
SEE YOU A T THE LAST BEER 
BLAST OF THE YEAR!!! 
WHEN? SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 1983 
TIME? FROM 8-12 MIDNIGHT 
WHERE? N.E. COMMONS 
| WHO? FOR ANYONE WHO WANTS TO HAVE 
A GOOD TIME WITH 
PRIZES AND GOOD BEER 
COME OUT AND JOIN THE FUN! 
ENTERTAINMENT BY: 
"MELVIN PELVIK AND THE THRUSTERS" 
I.D. required-19 A over 
Congratulations 
1983-84 PHI DELTA THETA 
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
President Shawn Boylan 
Vice President....Scott Burke 
Treasurer Dave Shug 
Secretary Mark Swartz 
Warden Todd Pickett 
Pledge Master Mark Okin 
I Member-At-Large...Brad Atkins 
^Member-At-Large..■Chuck' Varifocss' » 
^■aaBBHMBBaMMHtaawaaaai /  J 
spring 1978 where be alleg- 
edly met four or five times 
with Libyan intelligence 
officers to discuss the de- 
Siloyment of military 
Drees in the Middle East. 
At    THE    TIME, 
Dubberstein was responsi- 
ble for DIA reports on Li- 
bya and Egypt, among 
other countries, and was 
cleared to see top-secret 
material and Sensitive 
Compartmented Informa- 
tion, which is primarily 
ultra-secret material gath- 
ered   by   U.S.   electronic 
The indictment, quoting 
Defense Department regu- 
lations, said his position 
was designated ''critical 
sensitive," which means 
he "could bring about... a 
material adverse effect on 
the national security." 
Former President 
Jimmy Carter has said in 
his memoirs that during 
this period Egypt, a U J. 
ally, and Libya, its radical 
North African neighbor 
run by Moammar Kha- 
dafy. came close to armed 
conflict. 
Also in this period, Wil- 
son was hiding out from 
U.S. authorities in Libya. 
Last summer, Wilson was 
lured back by U.S. pros- 
ecutors and has twice been 
convicted in the federal 
courts of smuggling arms 
and explosives to Libya. 
He faces another trial here 
on charges of helping to set 
up an alleged Libyan ter- 
rorist training school, and 
Set an additional trial in 
lew York on charges of 
plotting, after he was ap- 
prehended, to murder two 
U.S. prosecutors and seve- 
ral government witnesses. 




interested in fetching? 
UAO is looking for 
instructors for 
MW-CMrMS. Any 
MMMNH topic is 
welcome. It's a fun 
way to jet imoWed and 
eam money at ttw same time! 
C«l 2-2343 
for 
PREPARE FOR C^M 
MCATLSATGMAT & 
SATACT-DATGRECPA 
• Permanent Centers open 
days, evenings and 
weekends. 
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated 
full-time staff. 
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE* 
facilities for review of 
class lessons and supple- 
mentary materials. 
• Classes taught by skilled 
instructors. 
• Opportunity to make up 
missed lessons. 
• Voluminous home-study 
materials constantly 
updated by researchers 
expert in their field. 
• Opportunity to transfer to 
and continue study at any 
of our over 105 centers. 
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE 
GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAI • PCAT ■ OCAT • VA1 • FOLK 
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NDB • RN BDS 
SSAT • PSA7 - SAT ACHIEVEMENTS 
Call Days, Eves & Weekends 
<^tZt/tt»£gU~H.       3550 Secor Rd. 
KrlPlrlN      TOLEDO, OHIO 
IDUCATIOMl  CMT(« 536-3701 
TEST PfwwwmoN        "• '^ESL.'ST'JE? e"*m 




FOR YOUR SUPPORT 
YOU HELPED US ACHIEVE OUR GOAL! 
The 1982-83 BG News Sales Staff 
no*o*ot tO*OtOtO' 




retary of State Sherrod 
Brown voiced opposition 
yesterday to a pending bill 
that would bar candidates 
from tapping campaign 
funds for private purposes, 
a procedure used by Gov. 
Richard Celeste. 
"A candidate running 
for, say, governor either 
needs to be wealthy and 
can afford to take a year or 
two off to run for gover- 
nor. . .or has to have a Job 
that can allow that candi- 
date to take a lot of time off 
in order to campaign," 
Brown said. 
"That really takes a can- 
didate that doesn't have a 
big income out of the pic- 
ture," he said. 
"If you're making $15,- 
000 or $20,000 a yea- 
r... you either campaign 
part-lime and lose or you 
work out some arrange- 
ment that takes care of 
your expenses and pays 
you some basic salary." 
Celeste reportedly was 
paid $45,000 from his gu- 
bernatorial campaign 
treasury for serving as an 
adviser and assisting in 
speech writing. 
Rep. John Galbralth, R- 
Maumee, has introduced a 
bill which would prohibit 
that practice in the future. 
"MOST PEOPLE recog- 
nized that it was a terrible 
example for the governor 
to set and would establish a 
dreadful .precedent which 
many other candidates 
would follow," Galbralth 
said at the time. 
But Brown said he had 
no objection to the proce- 
dure. 
"I think we're already 
breeding a political system 
where the wealthy have 
every possible advantage. 
They can raise more 
money, they can give more 
money and now only the 
wealthy can run for office- 
that's the way we're head- 
"K Brown said. ie said legislation such 
as that which Galbralth is 
proposing would mean 
only the very wealthy 
would be able to pursue 
elective office. 
Brown acknowledged 
there are ethical limits in 
the use of campaign funds 
for private purposes. 
"I think there are cer- 
tainly ethical limits. I have 
not done that and I don't 
know that I would," he 
said. 
"But I don't think we 
want to make it that much 
easier for rich people to get 
elected, which we're doing 
in everything that we do, 
and I don't think we want 
to put that obstacle in ev- 
erybody's way," Brown 
said. 
Re said each candidate 
must choose whether it's 
the right step for them to 
take. 
Touch-a-ThaiV won 
by New York man 
ROCHESTER,   N.Y. (AP) - "Kind of hallucinat- 
ing" after touching a 1963 
Renault Le Car for more 
than 100 hours, Cathy 
Washington reached for a 
nail file in her purse and 
lost the "Touch-a-Thon." 
The victory, and the car, 
went to Brian Moore, who 
intended to break the unof- 
ficial car-touching record 
of 107 hours but absentmln- 
dedly turned around late 
Monday to hug his mother. 
Washington, IS, of Ro- 
chester, and Moore, 24, of 
Brockport, were the last of 
29 contestants In the event, 
which raised more than 
§36,000 for the Kidney 
Foundation of Upstate 
New York. 
Participants were al- 
lowed a 15-minute break 
every four hours to go to 
the bathroom, wash, eat 
and change socks. 
Moore - fortified by six- 
packs of soda pop and ear- 
phones playing rock music 
- was declared the winner 
at 11:36 p.m. Monday when 
Washington lost touch af- 
ter 101 hours and 36 min- 
utes. 
The BG News supports the 
American Cancer Society 
EXAM SPECIAL 
MAY 1-MAY 5 
STUDY AND RELAX IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN ROOM AT 
Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel (located across from Harshman Dorm) 
$19.95 single/1 st night       additional nights $15 
$24.95 double/1 st night      additional nights $20 
Includes: 
•Meal coupons redeemable at Sam B's, L&K, Pisanello's 
•FREE coffee - 24 hours 
•Early check-in & late check-out 
Advance registration required • Present valid BGSU ID at 
—————— check-in ————-——— 
IPS NO SECRET 
IN THE PERSONALS 
0+0+&*~*0*0*0*0+0+«*0*0*0*0+O*0*0*0t0*0*0*0t0*0*0*0*9*0*0\ 



























NEED EXTRA MONEY 
FOR THE SUMMER? 
SELL YOUR BOOKS BACK TO 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR 
USED     TEXTS     AND     TOP 
PRICES FOR 
DISCONTINUED BOOKS 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
1424 E. Wooster 
Across from Harshman 





11:00 AM TIL 4:00 PM WEEKDAYS 
11:00 AM TIL 4:00 PM SATURDAY 
CAMPUS MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
BEHIND MARK'8 PIZZA PUB 
NEXT TO STERLING MILK 4 DORSEY DRUG 
?f\ 
NO 
NO LONG WALKS IN MUD AND SLUSH OR 
ON THOSE SUB-ZERO, WINDY, WINTER DAYS 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER > FALL SCHOOL 1SS3 
OPENINGS FOR STUDENTS 
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS. (SUMMER a FALL SCHOOL YEAR) 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (2) BEDROOM (1-4) STUDENTS SUMMER SESSION 
(20) GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR 
* (2) badroom (carpeted and furnlshsd) 
* Laundry facilities In sach Mdg. 
* Free trash removal 
' All units hava double locks (Including deedbolt) 
* Well Insulated and soundproof untie 
* Modern-f urnlshed-Cable TV 
i.atSSsSr Jn^ujUHiiHH 
* 26 business establishments at your front door 
* Large freezerfor additional etorage 
* Ample parking at your front door 
* Qas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook 
* No car required, save on gaa A operating costs 
* No long walks on those zero winter daye or In the mud and slush 
* Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas 
* Friendly helpful landlords 
* Washer a Dryer In bkjg |ae»^»™»" 
* Free heat, water, a sewage |"7o« T»H catAMOrTHtc* 
* Dependable maintenance oo CAMPUS MANOR 
* 9 1/2 or 12 month leases ^^axgmammmmmma 3 
From $132.00 per person per month 
(4) Person occupancy 
(2) and (3) Person apartments available 
'c 
aairirT*"**^*"**" wctrc tucmc 
'(heat 4 AX. by Oes> C.bU T.V. 
3S2-9302 









wearing apparel and accessories 
reduced 
25% -50% 
Fri. - Sat. only 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
« TV BG News/April tt. lltl 
FREE WASH 
: i 








Time and again, 
\ <RI\ c hcunl it MIKJ. 
"'lii muki nvMKV. xmi h;i\ L- 
InluiXl  MVKR.A." 
'11K iniUi iv ><HI huxt: t<> 
ki«m lum hmnvmunu) 
hcfiNv >CHI can think iihiHit 
nr.iknm IIMPIV. 
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tiKin people un: JIM nil (jtlJic 
l\i\ mil Sax iiuts flan l« hu\ 
I \S. Sa\ii«sU4HKlv'lliu| 
xxa\. a liltle is taken nut of 
each paxclwvk autiNiniueaJK 
In n>i IMIK.. \ini'll haxc 
tinHuili HoiuklWancxx car. 
\<»ir ch»klM.\iut.iiiii,i. OLII a 
drvam xacatiim. 
Wlialcxcr xmi sa\e fi»r, 
IVMKJ* are tin. safe*!, sun si 
wax In gain capital. 
French students protest 
PARIS (AP) - Thou- 
sands of students demon- 
strated in cities throughout 
France yesterday as 
spreading university un- 
rest threatened the nation 
with its worst student re- 
bellion since the devastat- 
ing riots of May 1968. 
It was the second consec- 
utive day of major student 
demonstrations in France. 
A third round of street pro- 
tests was scheduled for 
today. 
There were no immedi- 
ate reports of clashes be- 
tween students and riot 
police in demonstrations 
yesterday in Paris, Mar- 
seille, Caen and Angers. 
Wednesday, riot police 
fired tear gas grenades 
and battled with stone- 
throwing students in a 
crowd ot about 1,000 dem- 
onstrators outside the Na- 
tional Assembly. 
The unrest fa over two 
separate but similar re- 
form programs that in- 
crease the government's 
control over the class- 
room. One, which already 
has become law, affects 
the nation's 46 medical 
schools. The other, which 
is scheduled to be debated 
in the National Assembly 
next month, affects vir- 
tually every other sector in 
the university system. 
THE REFORMS have 
become a major test for 
President Francois Mitter- 
rand, whose Socialist ad- 
ministration also is 
grappling with agricultu- 
ral rioting, a doctors' 
strike, a weakening cur- 
rency and discontent over 
an austere economic pro- 
gram that includes higher 
taxes and restricted for- 
eign travel. 
The largest of yester- 
day's demonstrations was 
in Paris and an estimated 
10,000 striking medical stu- 
dents marched through the 
southern half of the capital 
and then staged a peaceful 
sit-In in front of Napoleon's 
Tomb at the Esplanade des 
Invalides. 
Several thousand non- 
medical students marched 
to the National Assembly 
yesterday and about 300 
dental students demon- 
strated on the Champs- 
Elysees Avenue. 
Under the current educa- 
tional system in France, 
any student who passes the 
"baccalaureat" - a com- 
petitive examination taken 
at age 18 - can enter the 
university and be almost 
assured of graduating. 
The government's uni- 
versity reform program 
would still allow university 
admittance to anyone 
passing the baccalaureat. 
But it would institute a 
selective process after the 
second year of studies that 
would prevent the lowest 
ranking students from 
continuing. The program 
does not stipulate what 
percentage of students 
could be flunked out. 
GOVERNMENT offi- 
cials have said the reform 
is needed to upgrade the 
quality of education, re- 
duce overcrowded pro- 
grams and ensure that 
certain fields are not 
flooded with job seekers. 
GOOD LUCK 



























Outstanding Senior: Lisa Henn 





"Back Where It Belongs" 
■—IMAmMUMMM II i i 
MYLES FLOWERS 









FOR YOUR GENEROUS PATRONAGE 
HAVE A WONDERFUL SUMMER... 
WE LOOK FORWARD TO 
SERVING YOU IN THE FALL. 
516 E. Wooster to Myles Pizza 
Dairy Queen Building Facing R.R. Tracks 
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1982-83: It was a great 
year for Falcon athletics 
The 19KWB athletic year at 
Bowling Greco will go down 
into the archives as the finest 
in the University's history. 
• This year, BG became 
only the second team in 
NCAA Division I history to 
win outright championships 
in footbaS; basketball and 
hockey in the same academic 
year. The University of Mich- 
igan did it back In 1047-M 
when it won the Big 10 
championship In football, 
basketball, and the NCAA 
Championship in hockey. 
• The football team, under 
the direction of head coach 
Denny Stoh, won its first out- 
right title since 1966. 
• The basketball team's 
outright Mid-American Con- 
ference title is its first since 
1188. 
• The hockey team's out- 
right Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association 
championship was Its second 
in a row and fourth in the last 
six years. 
• At home, the football, 
basketball and hockey teams 
had a combined record of 33- 
4-2 and drew 211,520 fans to its 
games this year. 
YES, THE BG students and 
fans have a lot to cheer 
about; a lot to brag about. 
Things could have been better 
- the Falcon basketball and 
hockey teams did not quite 
get into their respective 
NCAA tournaments and the 
football team lost a heart- 
breaker in the California 
BowL 
WALT'S WORDS 
by Keith Walther 
sports editor 
But, all in all, not too many 
people envisioned a year like 
this one. The women's cross- 
country team won the MAC, 
as did the women's gymnas- 
tics team. 
And, there appears to be 
much to look forward to next 
year. The "Big Three" of 
hockey, basketball and foot- 
ball all have enough talent 
back to repeat as champions. 
The next thing to do is win a 
national championship. Rea- 
listically, hockey has the best 
chance to do this. In all three 
sports, BG is now on the na- 
tional map of recognition. 
They (the teams) have made 
people aware that, as BG 
athletic director Jack Gre- 
gory puts it, "we are more 
than the school where the 
wind blows like crazy and it 
seems like everyone is from 
Cleveland." 
There is a lot of memories 
to cherish. I'll never forget 
the BG fans ripping down the 
goalposts after the Falcons 
won the football title. Or the 
happiness on senior basket- 
ball captain David Greer's 
face as he cut down strands of 
netting In celebration of his 
team's championship. And 
the hockey team's victory 
laps with the McNaughton 
Cup. 
So, what to do next year? 
Win the MAC basketball tour- 
nament, the California Bowl, 
the CCHA tournamen- 
t... and to beat Miami in 
football. 
The BG News sports staff 
would like to thank all of our 
readers for your support and 
thank you for your patience 
when we made a mistake. 
Also, we would like to take 
ttus opportunity to offer our 
condolences and prayers to 
BG basketball player Colin 
Irish and his family as they 
go through their difficult 
time. 
A year for laurels 
photo courtesy of news services 
The 1M2-S3 school year was r. year ol championships for Bowling Groan athletics. Above ar* some of 
Ihe paopla that mad* It possible. From loft: Andre Young, Terry Qyetval end Shewn Potts of BQ's MAC 
football champions; Brian Hills and Berry Mills — co-capteina of BG's regular season CCHA hockey 
champions; David Career — captain of BQ's regular season MAC basketball championship team. 
Freddie and Frieda Falcon took on from behind. 
^TCONGRATULATIONS 1983 SENIORS^ C b 
pawi, 
Look, I*. rov. and. M CooBtetale 
uoai 10 .» very ban Mod. MIS 
M«io> tnd tutor. Goodyov olMnpy 
IkiM wan "II gredvaUoa. aad Pat. 
Dvich. aad I have ■ serenes! Don't 
fotici m, arw red '"ant. you new 
apt )■ Akron aad Ob, of course' • 
new Mn "Sal Guy" Anne, in June 
oT '**. Coatraliuauoai Swank 
You're the baa 
JOANNA THOMAS: 
NO ONE WILL EVE* QUITE 
REPLACE YOU Al A 
FRIEND AND AS ONI OF 
THE REST SALES RET. 
RESENTATTVES THE BG 
NEWS EVER HAD! GOOD 
LUCK -WE'LL MISS YOU! 
JAN, BARS, BOB, GEORGE. 
FAULA. OZZIE, A MARTHA 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CINDY,    KATIE    A 
MABYANNI 
LOOKS LIKE WE FINALLY 
MADE    IT.    IT'S    SEEN 
GREAT FUN! 
LOVE, JOANN 
"Y UAO    CONGRATULATES 
ALL GRADUATES 
Especially  
Rick. Bob. Fee). Connie, Jim. 
Ralph, Lisa. Joyce. Dave. The 
N«j Sixer. Pule A Frinme. 
Eva. 
GOOD LUCK IN ALL YOU 
DO. 
rna..l.l...,| Tw nan 
ate yea were a an. aat) 
letkty yaw an a   are., rente 
era.   VeaarelaebaatlUanaal 
tV /   V ■?"■" '• ■*  Da*'' 1
     'artel lb. Ktn aad Taew. 
I la v. yaa very Back. 
Lave ar..,,. Raw / 
BETH FAZE 
GOOD LUCK AFTER GRAD- 
UATION! WHATEVER YOU 
DO, WHEREVER YOU 00, 
WE'LL BE THINKING OF 
YOU. 
LOVE, 
KIM, LYNBTTE, ELENA, A 
SARA 
~> Brian Or imone, TttcM Uu two years u B.G. 
have been faniuiic! I am 10 
htppy that you came into my 
life and I am lookinf forward 
■o   our   wonderful   fuiure   to 
aether 
I Lovt You. Sheni 
P.S. Contraiulahon. Grad- 
uaiet 
n THE COMMUTER OFF CAMPUS ORGANIZATION 
congratulates all graduate, and 
invite, them and their 'amilie, 
10 a recaption immediately (ol- 
lowinj the ceremonies In the 
Coenmulor Center, basement of 
MoteseyHell. 
THE COMMUTER OFF 
CAMPUS ORGANIZATION 
congratulate, all graduate, aad 
invites then) and their families 
to a reception immediately fol- 
lowing the ceremonies in the 
rommutot Center, basement of 
Mousey Hall 
JULIE HATHAWAY, 
IT'S BEEN A OREAT YEAR 
IN STAT-S WHAT A COM- 
BINATION YOU, ME, AND 
SIMON. GOOD LUCK IN 
YOUR LUCRATIVE JOB. 
YEAH, MAN. YOU FI- 
NALLY OOT A PERSONAL 
AFTER FOUR LONG YEARS 
OF COLLEOE. MISS YA! 
TOM 
n Congratulations to Ihe gradual 
ill brothers of KAPPA 
SIGMA Good luck on finals 





Who will lock the convent door 
nan year? Good Luck A eat a 
real job. We'll min you. 
Love, the Sisters of B.O. 
A Brother Bob 
"Congrats" on your gradua- 
tion, and good luck in the army 
(or where ever). Thanks for 
making my first year at B.O. so 
memorable, it won't be the 
saese without you! I'll miss 
you! 
Love Always,* Linn 
around Control. 
It's bard to believe .'■ ban 4 years. 
we've ban Iheu . hen of a lot 
together a.C, R M . Barn a car. A 
donor, a Rat. bncha. her aojheeas 
loae la ihe nrral. FLA. J.M , dona 
Itle <y«ch|, T 0.. No I. "Are you a 
Card™,?", uolen MiipUon) can. 
aad ram, Sonebow I coatdn'l 
bav. ia.de it wkhoat ye! 
LYLASA - The Comauodcr 
JON/CRUSH, "r* 
CONGRATULATIONS! You \ 
did it. And I am going to miss 
you but Boston better watch 
out for the freshest executive on 
his way Whenever you're on 
the cape leineinhei Moot, crabs 
and me Here's to a future full 
of success. Thanks for the / 
beautiful memories. / 
Much Love, Pamela / 
PAULA SUE. V 
YOU WILD PARTYIN' ANI        \ 
MAL      WHO'LL   BE  OUR 
THIRD   DRINKING   PART-       | 
NBA?   REMEMBER    FLOR- 
IDA.    OUR    HALLOWEEN       / 
PARTIES A OUR FAVORITE       / 
RARS.  BEST  OF LUCK  IN      / 
YOUR    CAREER.    WE'LL     / 
SURE MISS YA! / 
LOVE YA LOTS. LYNNETTE / 
ATHERESF/ 
Jo-Jo A IK.|» 
I can't believe it's here Boy am 
I gonna miss you. Remember 
those FLA nights - Being a 
lype 3 gi'l isn't so bad, is it" 
But the stars ware pertly!' 
Thanks for Ihe "talks " Maybe 
soon I'D call with some no. - 
do you think you can fit it in?' 
Thanks for being my friend. 
The girl in the picture 
To Iks Man of 221 ManviUe: 
Joa, Chris, Dad, Dale. Warren 
and the Master of Ceremonies. 
Congratulations. Thank you 
lor all of the excctlrnt panics. 1 
wish you the best of hick 
Love. The Squirrel 
fl A D Pi Seniors; Becky. Owen, Kaye, Kalhy, Allison, Sara. 
Sandy. Joan. Sue. Cheryl. Sue, 
Kim, Vickl. Joy, Nance. Ste- 
phanie, Cathy, and June; Best 
of luck and our love always. 
Your A D Pi Sisters 
tO MT OaASlfT SVDOaU AT MAV.N 
"oust BUS cavtrr. 
w«»i '■parri nts BUT' IRHKM 
eoiaaa "t*ss our at BBATHAU*- 
AtLAID. CABOt BlUMl- MrOUV. 
IBM  "I   larVBa   THOUOHT   SStUNRS 
coutp al rtar* auoTT. AND SAUV 
•TUAB. ooh-T Riu arrry" HANRS 
i lova vou roti arc ou PIGS 
its 
Apple,  Carol.   Jari. 
Iks for laughing aad crying 
ith me for four years. Thanks 
'or giving ate a pan of your 
lives that has meant so much to 
I wish you all the happiness 
A love the world has to give. 
I love you. Sally 
IceaaJelutatioas seniors of Tu 
Beta Sigma! 
Malsnli Armstrong, Kathy Bar 
wlaakl. Susan Neman. Chris 
Porteous. Tammle Smith, Kim 
SUvwas -We'll mis. you! 
Aob- 
You've bean a big pan of my 
four years here, and it's all been 
(real! I wish you the best of 
hick in Grad. School neat vaar. 
I'll miss you. Happy Gradua- 
tion. 
Love. Ellen 
£5£* C—'."-. Joaa. mi 
You guy, are tat  




CONGRATULATONS! I con'l 
beheve it. Aa Amcric.n grad 
uaslng You finally read enough 




CongratulalioiM on your grad. 
nation! Your parenti wii be 
dated! We've had some great 
times together and 1 know there 
will be many more Thanks for 
being there Good Lack! 
Your L.B. ■ Bob 
SANDY. 
SUCCESS WAS IN YOUR 
PAST. SUCCESS IS NOW AT 
PRESENT AND I WISH FOR 
YOU MY FRIEND SUCCESS 
TO YOU IN THE FUTURE. 
PAULA 
Kyi. Erne* 
■'as aoaag to miss you so mac 
Raat-yaat! Congratulation.' 




f, •Jam. Karen. A Kelly, 
sere's to drinking, the Car. 
arete K. Mat, Happy hours, 





ulalioas for ataktng it 
IBCowg* 4 tough years. 
you the beat of sack. 
Lovt. Your Sk 
riraygratujatlrmi en graduation! 
Oood luck and bast withes. 
Thanks for a super year, I'M 
atka you here at school. 
Love. Mind. 
iTULATIONS MAR 
lock in the Job market 
m raise ya here at school. 
Lovt, -Me- 
I LEVEL: 
DRATS! YOU FINALLY 
HAOE TT! DONT WORRY 
HAT YOU DONT HAVE A 
(JOB - MONEY ISNT EV- 
(ERYTHINOI ITS BEEN A 
/GREAT YEAR AND WE 
I WISH YOU THE BEST 
LOVE. YOUR ROOMIES 
I Yes. you do have a brain  May 
7 win confirm thai   Now all you 
I aaad is to  ftnd yaws   Hearty 
■fill . 
The News staff 
M The BG News/Asrfl a . UN 
SNYDER'S CORNER TAVERN 
'TRANSITION" 
Sot., AH *0 
Rt. 6 & 65 McClure, OH 
Just 15 minufe$ west if BG-<1 Cover 
Falcons' York signs four icers 
University Village 
Bowling Green hockey 
coach Jerry York has an- 
nounced that one forward, 
two defenanmen and one 
goaltender have signed na- 
tional letter, of intent with 
Bowling Green. 
Goaltender Gary Kru- 
zich of Oaklawn, Illinois, 
defensemen Mike 
Natyshak of Belle River. 
Ontario, Todd Flichel of 
Osgoode, Ontario, and left 
wing Ian Duncan of 
weston, Ontario, will be 
entering Bowling Green 
next faD. 
BG loses lust four play- 
ers off its 1983 OCHA 
Championship team that 
York hopes the addition of 
Kruzich, Natyxhak, Flichel 
and Duncan will be a big 
step in that direction. 
_ _ record. 
_) replacing those four 
players will not be easy, 
particularly two-time ail- 
American   Brian   Hills. 
JERRY YORK 
"Our recruited class will 
certainly add to our team 
in the areas of size and 
strength," York says. 
"Natyshak Flichel and 
Duncan are all well over 6- 
foot tall and are in the 185- 
190 pound range. Gary 
Kruzich will solidify the 
goaltending position, join- 
ing returning veteran 
Wayne Collins. All four of 
these players should have 
an immediate impact on 
our team." 
KRUZICH, WHO unlike 
his tall classmates stands 
at Just 5-foot-6, played for 
DeLeSalle Institute in Chi- 
cago and for the Chicago 
Minor Hawks Junior team. 
He was named first, team 
all-state three times, and 
this season was selected as 
the most valuable goalie at 
the Northwood Tourna- 
ment in Lake Placid, NY. 
NOW LEASING 
Clc OFFICE HOURS: 
lable maintona *,   -     • "Mon-Fri 9-5 
ALI  ■     il   water a   I trash up I  i"1 ' Sat 9"12 
PHONE 
Summei    it' ible 352-0164 
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN 
AMHERST VILLAGE BEHIND WENDY'S 
, ~ 
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS. 
REASONABLE RATES 
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL 
l ONE & TWO BEDROOM APTS FURN/UNFURN 
WE PAY HEAT 
TRASH PICK UP WATER AND CABLE 
FULL TIME MAINTENANCE SERVICE, 
ON SITE MANAGEMENT 
SWIMMING POOL - LAUNDRAMATS 
LOW SECURITY DEPOSIT 
..:.'.*•.*. 
RATES START AT $98.75 PER PERSON 
PER MONTH ON A 4 PERSON LEASE 
COME OUT TO 400 NAPOLEON RD. 
SEE WHAT WE HAVE. UNITS AVAILABLE 
ON PALMER, ENTERPRISE, SUMMIT AND 
NAPOLEON RD. 
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-6 
Sat. 10-4 
Phone 352-9135 Sun. 1-5 
-
:;::::: M 





CALL THE USG OFFICE AT 2-0324 
BETWEEN 11:00 AM - 3:00 PM. 
"Gary Is a very skilled 
goaltender who plays the 
angles well," York said. 
"He is a stand-up goalie 
and is very quick, we ex- 
pect he will be able to help 
us right away." 
Natyshak started this 
past season with a Junior C 
team in Bell River, but 
then moved to the Windsor 
Junior B team. In 22 games 
with Windsor, be had 16 
goals and 18 assists for 34 
points from his right de- 
fense position. The 6-foot-2, 
190- pound Natyshak was 
also an outstanding middle 
distance runner on the 
track team at St Annes 
High School In Tecumseh, 
Ont. 
"Mike is a very fine of- 
fensive defenseman," 
York said. "He has a tre- 
mendous shot from the 
it, and be has great 
DUNCAN HAD 18 goals 
and 24 assists for 42 points 
in 30 games hi 1981-1982 
with The North York 
flames in the Metro Junior 
B league in the Toronto 
area. He began this season 
with the North York, but ■trained knee ligaments 
sidelined him for most of 
the season. He came back 
to play with Orillla in Tier 
H Junior A in the playoffs 
and showed no ill effects 
from the knee Injury. 
"Ian is a very strong 
two-way forward," York 
said. "He gives us size up 
front (Duncan is Moot-2 
and a 188 pounds) and he 
can score goals. He is a 
very versatile player. We 
project him as a left wins, 
but he could play the off- 
wing or center, too." 
Flichel, a right shooting 
defenseman. played for 
Gloucester Rangers In Tier 
H Junior A for the past two 
seasons. That is the same 
team that BG sophomore 
Garry Galley played for, 
and the Central Junior 
Hockey League that 
Gloucester is a member of 
also produced current Fal- 
cons Dave EUett and Dan 
Kane. The Woot-3, 185- 
pound Flichel is an excel- 
lent defensive de- 
fenseman, according to 
York. 
Bibs J> Jackals 
$2.50-$4.50 




Dresses & Skirts ■ 
$1.50-84.50 
«, JEANS ^ 
jtfh       $1.50 -$4.50    ^jL      j 
. 
downtown, inc. 
HAVE FUN AT 
UPTOWN /DOWNTOWN 
MICHELOB THIS WEEK AT 
DOWNTOWN 
NEXT WEEK 
IT WILL BE MOLSON'S 
And Cords Too! 
'5000 pes.'~of~good, used men's, women's one 
children's clothing! Sizes by waist in inches. 
All Kids Pants, Just $1.50 
One Day Only Sale - Sat., April 30 
Bowling Green National Guard Armory 
212 E. Wooster St. 12:00 to 4 PM 
EVERYBODY WELCOME 
Tell Your Friends! Bring Them Along I 
Clip Thit Ad For 10% Ditcount On Purchase* Over $10.00 
On« Coupon POT Cuttomor Pl.ai. 










of the week 
Homeward 
Bound 
Sell Your Books Back 
Before You Go! 
BUY BACK 
Wednesday April 27th to 
Friday May 6th 
at the University Bookstore 
HOURS: 8-5:00 Monday thru Friday 
9-5:00 Saturday 
• ID's REQUIRED 
FALL 83 EMPLOYMENT PROCEDURES 








6 to ? pm 
WORK STUDY JOBS POSTED: 
All Students awarded Work- 
Study will obtain referrals 
for Work-Study jobs only 
REGULAR JOBS POSTED: 
Any student interested in 
work may sign up for a 
time to pick up 2 job 
referrals during the first 
week of class on Mon.- 
Wed.-Fri. 
After the first week of class, jobs will be 
posted on Tuesdays and Thursdays through- 
out the semester at 8:00 a.m. 
SUMMER 
RENTALS 
• 2 Bedrooms 
516 E. Merry, Ridge Manor 
Frazee, Field Manor 
$175.00-225.00 & Electric 
• 1 Bedroom 
many locations 
from $1507month 
• Efficiencies $l00/month 
CALL US 352-0717 
Greenbriar Inc. 
(Maurer Green) 
TW BG Newi/Aprfl », INI 11 
OFF THE WIRE 




The Bowling Green base- 
ball team swept a pair of 
games trom the University 
at Dayton and the men's 
tennis team lost to Notre 
Dome In Falcon sports ac- 
tion completed late 
Wednesday nighty 
DAYTON - BG completed 
its third straight double- 
header sweep, topping 
Dayton, M and 3M, to 
boost its record to 23-8 
overall this season. 
Rich WUtrout collected 
his first collegiate win for 
the Falcons. WUtrout 
started on the mound for 
BG and allowed Just two 
hits through the first four 
innings. He was tagged for 
a pair of runs in both the 
fifth and the sixth Innings, 
before giving way to Bob 
EUenbest. Ellenhost went 
on to post his first save of 
the year. 
BG took the lead In the 
second inning when Brian 
Badanovich walked and 
then scored on a triple by 
Jerry Drobnick. Jamie 
Reiser belted bis fourth 
home run of the year, a 
three-run blast In the 
fourth inning, to give the 
Falcons their six runs. 
Scott Stella went the dis- 
tance f or BG in the second 
game, upping his record to 
2-1. Stella received plenty 
of halp offensively from his 
teammates as BG scored 
two runs in the first and 
seven in the second to 
make the game a runaway 
early. 
The Falcons travel to 
Miami this weekend for a 
Kir of doubleheaders to- 
y and tomorrow. 
SOUTH BEND, DJD., - 
Notre Dame won four of 
the five matches that went 
to three sets in defeating 
the Bowling Green men's 
tennis team, 7-2. 
ND clinched the match 
by winning five of the six 
singles matches and then 
added two doubles victo- 
ries. 
BG's only singles player 
to win was Steve Beier who 
edged Mike Gibbons, 6-3.2- 
6, 7-5 in the second singles 
slot. 
The Falcons and the Ir- 
ish play in a quadrangular 
at Toledo this weekend 
along with Wayne State, 
Miami and the Rockets. 
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LOW SUMMER RENTALS 
• A LARGE VARIETY OF HOUSING 
•SOME HAVE FREE AIR CONDITIONING 
•SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE 
DON'T WAIT TOO LONG 





HOUSES AND  APARTMENTS 
SOMETHING  TO  PLEASE 
EVERYONE 
Now leasing for summer and fall 
Reasonable Rates! 
Call us now for your housing needs 
319 E. Wooster 
354-2260 or 352-6553 
(close to campus) 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
ANNOUNCES 
20% OFF AIL SOFT 600DS 
^3 





THE ADVANTAGES OF 
WORKING FOR YOUR 
UNCLE. 
The Army is looking for 1983 graduates in 
Engineering and Science disciplines to serve as 
commissioned officers. For those who qualify, this 
program could be an important step toward a 
rewarding career —in or out of the Army. 
You've worked long and hard to earn your 
Bachelor of Science degree. A commission in the 
Army is a good way to use your technical exper- 
tise while gaining valuable supervisory 
experience. And the opportunity is available now! 
An Army placement officer will be on cam- 
pus soon to discuss opportunities and qualifica- 
tions with those about to receive degrees in 
Engineering or Science. Contact your department 
placement office to arrange an appointment. 
(call collect) 
Capt Robert Buslck 410/269-0492 







PAYS TOP PRICES FOR YOUR 
USED TEXTS! 
MAKE YOUR EXCHANGES 
&    PURCHASES IN  ONE 
EASY PROCESS! 
SBX  ALSO   PAYS  TOP 
WHOLESALE PRICES  ON 
MARKETABLE TEXTS NO 
LONGER    USED    AT 
B.G.S.U. 
SHORT ON CASH? 
SELL YOUR BOOKS 
BEFORE BREAK 
m STORE Buy BACK Hr». »:00-5:30p.m. MONDAY- FRI. 9-5:00 p.m. Sat. M 
U TV BC, News/April », UK 
CLASSIFIEDS 
""■■»■" nve. «. «o- .« m. 11.M ■■*■ 
<m>H*i6 1>)0«UIHrla 
ty»wniiinilii.w-w«l OMOI »»>». leguw « swnwnw 
'k»Mtaaiga»tteiiiiliiii>i«tiaM 
SOLO TYe* WUIWIl 
*■*!■ kx tie TusaOB/ .eMon 
CtHMnaaiMiailHHIkai 
»'»P" Frldey«4:00u »to 
•at II* II 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Apr! 28, 1883  
SCHOOL Or TKHNOlOaV PtCNOC 
APRIL SO. IM« M FRONT OF 
TECH. *LDO. |Ut M ADVANCE. 
Il» AT THE "00011". 
FOOO.Fim.FWBM>! 
The Clll|l tt BtmilBm le again 
hOMrtot n'Kll •*» • otao- 
MllIMM 
7. 18*1 dan MO tastkSS am. TIM 
••■•Pi If n#to OH IfM WOtMfl tloof o* 
mm 
ooxee  Mr   ImRallui i 
Kt.tr.   M   rum Mi a    CM   JT2- 
tlll.   EH   W   *   110   > 
Ml Hill Ion 
LOST AND FOUND 
rouno-fn 
MoundR 
"Bah*** of gkw ti IMmii 
Inquke at 80 News office   AW 
MIUNM Eoaor  
- ing in Stadium View Shop- 
ping Plara Partung lot Women s ting, 
leeve description arvj name xi OCM8 
3002 to dam  
Loan One aaM wetch ol greet eemt- 
mentei vekie, around Itanhoiia 
Quad. Alee, one darn key. Ftaaaa ■■JIJMJBJ  
low Tabby Cat wearing a tag that 
taada "Uldtar" I Baking to Bermce 
fame it found pieeeocM 353-4155 
REWARD 
Lost around April 15 CrjnkSn dorm 
hey on leetnor YMCA kay chain. 
Panan at Vantu. 372 3844 
LOST THURSDAY APRIL 21 AT 
UPTOWN OFF—WHTTE JACKET 
PLEASE RETURN. NO QUESTIONS 
ASKED BARB 362-6616.  
tIDCS 
Naad • ride to CaMonva. I neve 
dnwrs Icenee CM Vantu at 372 
3844  
SERVICES OFFERED 
ROLLER SKATE RENTAL 
PURCELL'S BIKE SHOP 
 352-6264  
TUTOnJNO Oaalc Math. Algabra. En 
gteh and Rearing en after 8 p.m. 
674-3348  
Gerege space 8 toon lor rant U-Oo-lt 
Garage 364-1624  
MuKlen rataaad-low aa $1995 
We i maat or baat any written ash- 
mate Don't pay moral" CaO 354- 
1278 lor FREE MMOl BG Muffle. 
Canter  11055 Bowing Oreen Rd 
TUCKER TYPONO 
Papera 75- dap rleeumee 
Appacabon letter* St.50 to eat up. 
50- ea additional original 
Nancy 352-0808  
PERSONAL 
HAPPY HOURS 
EVERY SAT. — 4   0PM 
DOUBLE VISION AT THE OAR 




COME BMNO YOUR HORN! 
For thoeo elurjenti wishing to 
be a part ol the 1 IS3 
Falcon Marching Band or 
The Athletic Band 
Can 372-2111 eil. IS lor Info 
BQSU Cartoon map 
Falcon Houae 
140 E. Wooaler 
AHrad. School a ahnoet over, but our 
Ma together is yet to begin. I'm to 
proud ol you and I love you  Truly, 
Laura  
Annual tldmiBl teas 
Sweets-Shoee-AII Sporta 
Hoode-tt.15    Pente-S7.t5 
Lake Erie Sporta. Inc. 
Am you taking Die June LSAT. 
OMAT, or ORE? It's not loo We to 
prepare CAI Stanley H   Kaplan Edu- 
caBonl Center 538-3701  
ATTENTION QOOOLEY EYES. EXU 
BERANT MAMA. RUN-JUMP AND 
PLOP AND WERTA: THE SAx"S 
HAVE PADDY. WE HAVE JOHNNYI 
GET PSYCHED FOR A MEGA BEER 
SLIDING' TIME SOON AT THE 2ND 
Ea ANNUL JOHN STACY DON'T 
FORGET YOUR MEMORBILIA 
WORD HAS IT KATHY DTTM MIGHT 
MAKE AN APPEARANCE  
Aunt Fox. be prepared lor tonight 
Dolwoen home cooked meeJa, otters 
and you. there's no teang whet tie 
reght w* Nad to! Happy 21st I can't 
cai you a kid anymore Love you 
forever'Tart 
ATa the day ol Odyaeay la here!! The 
Phi Dose  
BSVThanka for maOUng my senior year 
so specsa  Oood Luck In everything 
you do Love, Ruth  
BROS » DL SIS'. ARE YOU READY 
FOR    THE    2ND    ANNUAL    TAU 
AWARDS WCLL FtSD OUT FRDAY 
NtTEl THE SWEETHEARTS 
Carey OilMm. 
HAPPY 20th BSRTHOAYII 
I hope you have a super birthday 
weekend1 Love. Judy 
PS Ooodkiok on your fcuPs  
CMC*   OUT   OUR   $8.14-112.88 
PANT RACKII   JEAN*   N'   THINGS. 
M1R0DOBBT.  
Cheryl end BrtgH. Thanks for being so 
Forasoacl I love you boa-il Jute 
Come see ua for your resumes! 
Prolsaelonel lypeeemng S quetty 
paper Fast Frtenrjy s Cruelty work 
Raead PllllSOan   1S4   S.   Meln.   352- 
tlt*.  
Congratulations to me 83-84 
HEALTH CARE CLUB OFFICERS 
"resident Laurie Weigt 
VcePreeident Jos Muacaleeo 
Secretary: Laura Sheldon 
Treeaurer Suaan Pogorest 
Beat ol kick next year, and thanks to 
as who helped make our   're-oxtab- 
Cortg/ekJehone Uaa Hecox on your 
PN Mu-FT. Teu Mistering We Mr* 
mare great! Love. Your mMuSk- 
ters  
CONGRATULATIONS JERRY 
BSBOIOP AMD BETH SLOME ON 
YOUR   MLT-CM   OsSEQA   PIN- 
MBSO. THE DB.TS  
CONORATULATIONS MRCE TAO- 
NEY AND KAREN OVENOORF ON 
YOUR DELT-ALPHA CM OSSEQA 
PSNNBaO. THE PELTS.  
CONORATULATIONS TERRY BAY 
ANO SUSAN SWARTZ ON YOUR 
DELT-OAMMA PHI BETA PINNING 
THE PELT*  
Crukte Ship Jobs' Great Income po- 
OaneeJ. as occupations For mforme- 
eonceS 802 837 3401 Ext 858 
Den Congratutttiona on your PN 
Teu-Ptv Mu Mistering to SuO Good 
Luck the Brothers ol PN Kappa Teu 
OEAR JO—HANNA 
ROSES ARE RED 
VIOLETS ARE BLUE 
DEAR 000  
WHAT AM I GONNA DO 
WITHOUT YOUIIIIII 
LOVE, barb 
DEAR UL 'O, WE WISH THE LIT- 
TLEST RA AKA THE WERST 
SPELER THE GREATEST FUTURE. 
YOU GAVE US OUR BEST TIMES. 
WATCH OUT MAY'S YOU'RE OET- 
TTNG OUR FINEST. LOVE, YOUR 
8.W. SOUMU'S. 
Dear Lydta. Thta year has been the 
beat' From wed wafcermelon week- 
ends to puartg al reghtera. Going to 
Southwlck and finding our doaars 
Our crazy we shvays take of U6 acting 
so strange. Heeprtg me match In the 
morning to snaring our domes And 
Irwwrwverlerr^arncrsalwelslwava 
IHnk ol you Your the best roommate 
and friend I could ever have   I love 
you. Jute  
Dear Mark. Remember The akf 
weekend, driving my car, whiskey 
sours, hot fudge cake, getting 
Wswted'. eturSng math, dating', 
going running, bags* cravings, 
nudge.' sag your it. pUzs with hot 
dogs. I could go on forever but I rust 
want to lay your the beat. I love you. 
LoveJuSe.  
DEB. LORI. RAE WEVE MADE IT! 
WHAT FOUR WSJD YEARS. FOOT- 
BALL GAMES (MIAMI-MUEMARK 
ERS), SYDNEY, OHIO. 
HALLOWEEN. "ZA" QUEENS (WE 
KEPT MYLES IN BUSINESS). FO 
QELBERG 3:00 AM . SLEEPING IN 
THE BATHROOM (ROUGH WEEK? 
TOO MANY BEERS). OPEN CON 
TAINER TICKETS. CAMPUS 
SAFETY AT THE GOLF COURSE. 
HOCKEY GAMES. SKI TRIPS (AN- 
OTHER SHOT GUN) THE WILD 
KAPPA SIGS ACROSS THE HALL 
(WHO WILL FORGET THEIR KEY 
NEXT?) MSJJSR UTES. DYNASTY 
PARTIES. NACHOS. FLORIDA. Dl- 
NO-S SPECIALS ON BEERS. BIRTH- 
DAYS (SCHNAPPS) ANO THE 
DELTA BETA GAMMAS GOOD 
LUCK IN FLORIDA DEB - RAE AND 
LORI GOOD LUCK TOO. I'LL SURE 
MISS YOU GUYS   LOVE. BUCKW- 
HEAT.  
Diana S Jody: Today » the day we 
eas ouraarvaa to Mickey Mouaal We 
can do It Walt Oieney'a for ua! Good 
Luck w/your ailarytowa. I love you. 
Nancy.  
01. REMEMBER ME HERE AT OLE 
BG REMEMBERING THE DAYS 
WHEN SCHOOL WAS FUN BUT 
NOW OSU IS IN THE FUTURE. SO 
BEST OF LUCK TO YOU. JUST 
REMEMBER WHEN YOU NEED A 
FRENO. YOU WLL HAVE ONE 
HERE ILL MISS YA. PAULA. 
Dreme. Comedy or dance), inter 
eased? New (rrvivaeveCorloe house) 
needs a liasHraf Director and per 
CM Don I 728-5388 
EARN S800 OR MORE EACH 
SCHOOL YEAR FLEXIBLE HOURS 
IwONTHLY PAYMENT FOR PLACSVG 
POSTERS ON CAMPUS BONUS 
BASED ON RESULTS PRIZES 




l-RSMH OOKVTS njnjniaiED 
EVERY MMM 
THE OETAWAY SHXIBt 
Gals MS. Lee Gathered "Wers 
Rosa, u Bsje. Aqua and Lssc Reg 
S27 95 SALE $19 96 Jeene N 
Thtlga  531 RUge 80. Frl ten Bun. 
orsyll  
GO DELTA GAMMA RUSH CHAR 
MEN: Sendee Holton. Karl Pneat and 
Laura Were-You are at doing a 
tarvaesc «*"Wa love you end eppre- 
dere M your efforts' Love. Your Deris 
Go Data Gamma Rush Chairmen 
Sendee Morion. Karl Pneat end Laura 
Ware: You are M doing a fantastic 
rob" Wa BUM you and spptsclMi al 
your snorts' Love. Your Deaa Gemma 
SNeera.  
000 MAY BE A BETA. BUT 
MOTHER NATURE CAME THROUGH 
FOR 0U1  
Go! Go! AXCH 
Congrats lo Lisa Margee. on gelling s 
1883-84 cheeneedlng poarlfon; 
Carol Jackson tor receiving Vie 
honor ol Greek Ooddees: Petti Per- 
rons lor being named ouWanrJng 
rumor woman In NSHLA; Uaa Fielder 
for receMng APICS SdKxerslap: Ka- 
ren Ovendorf tor her recent ptrewlg 
and bang vcasd Del house Owes! 
heart. Whitney Flernmtng on her 
recent HwJlrtng to thai favorite Beta 
waytogo.  
OOOO LUCK ON FINALS 
KIRK'S COIN LAUNOSTY 
 TOSS MAW  
Ouys Lasts • arante la*. Reg. 1 S.M. 
Sale $14.80. Jeene N' TMnga. 531 
WMpB We rtWsf^#wwwBy wwyi 
HAPPY GRADUATION KATHY HI 
1 LOVE YOUI 
*  
Happy Hour-HoSday mn 
Everyday, el day MTV 
Every faght. At faght 
Have a great summer 
See you next year 
The Daaoormon 362-8081 
Head Creep Thanks for a greet year 
Maybe was aaa each other again 
someome  In the future   Love  AL- 
WAYS, Piglet  
HEAD SOUTH TO 88* MAIN 
STREET...THE OETAWAY. TRY OUR 
DELICIOUS    HAND—DIPPED    ICE 
CREAM.  
Help Wanted! Come bring your homi 
For thoee students wetfeng lo Da a 
part of me 1883 FALCON MARCH 
tlQ BAND or Ola ATHLETIC BAND, 
Plain oat 372-2181  (Eat  15) lor 
IrrlcriTvalton  
HEY BG SKIERS. GET PSYCHED 
FOR SUMMER ANO THE SKI CLUB 
CRUISE  
Hay crew end Toto too; Oood luck 
eat ysea Oasatel CspQasw. 
HEY DEBRA LEE (DM H ) I CANT 
WAIT TSU. NEXT YEAR. FOR OUR 
APARTMENT THANKS FOR ALL 
THE GOOD TIMES THIS YEAR 
HAVE A GOOD SUMMER. LOVE 
YOU. NJLU  
Hey OurJe: The year la over, but I 
have great memories. Remember, 
oxponench, bar>gammon, Colorado 
chewlngatrawl, eating sugar, and of 
course lab I'm gonna rreaa you 
(maybe) Love. A fine young chick 
P s  Peace, love, and Bobby Sher- 
idaho? What a m Idaho? I must be Owl 
attractive city Moacow. right? Just 
leasing Pam' You know rd love to be 
m your shoos. Thanks for ttla greet 
year! Thanks tor putting up with ma! 
I m gonna trim ye Warning man of 
Weho. Look out when Pent drinks with 
her black bSuni underwear on Otay 
Butwheet! Love. OanaH 
lehs-you are me greateel roommets 
Thanks for sverything mis year. Re- 
member our Thursday night A MA A. 
parties IIS Good ruck to you Love 
Rum.  
JENNY. THANKS FOR THE LAST 
TWO WEEK* OF SCHOOL. YOU 
MAOC THEM BEARABLE. YOU'RE 
TERRSFIC. HOPEFULLY IT WILL 
CONTINUE THROUOHT THE BUat- 
MER ANO MAYBE LONOSTRI RE- 
MEMBER THE CARD! LOVE. MSXE 
(THE MOLE)  
JEWEL 
Shermg ma echod year wrth you haa 
made ma reeJbte how mucN Love 
Yea. I'm truly sorry about the Miatu 
mix-up. but you know we ere la- 
isSarad In our rraarts. Congratult- 
Sons on your UAO dkaclorahip. and 
good kick on SneJs. I can't aaa how 
I'm gcxng lo make t through the 
summer without you, but wet fswawll 
bar. •SWAM THE TWA PATROL. 
LOVE ALWAYS AL 
Joe I end Joyce D.: The ATO'a are 
sure «sk>t to raise roe next year. 
Ramell sswrMeena imailUla 
Basis. Tlss Busisliisru.  
Joe lausuMltu: Happy 20th BktV 
dey' The next frva weeks w* be 
HELLI Lars hear • tar road tnoe 
You're me beat I love you! Amy 
JuSe and Lyraa. rl'a been a greet yeer' 
I hope next year wB be aa good Get 
psyched tar FB Island next weak 
Love ya both. Mark  
Kevai Johneon: OM psyched tar next 
year I can't beeeve we're going to be 
roommetee    Have fiat ttes summer 
HAPPY HOURS 
EYERY BAT. - 4-0 PM 
DOUBLE VajOON AT THE BAR 
NO COVER TILL 7:»0 PM 
BUM IT. 
3S2-17S1 
KriaS t Laurta. Wei mas having you 
aa our naajhbora next yeer' Don't 
forget at we've been through, broken 
hearts and new romencee. Florida 
(sapsoaay balcoieaa 1 Mr Send 
man') Roaco Bonn 4 Froboso Mini 
Choc. Chip toe Cream. Irons, our Ofp 
Akron U : Ol and "Can KriaS eteep 
here lor a mmute?" We tore youl Uao 
S Sarah PS Why are we at rnrvj In 
OttenhlLX»r??  
Laura S AL - (Roomiae) Thanks tor at 
you've dona tor me OeS year. Con- 
urrexeaeune on your engagement and 
Good Luck In the future I'm gonna 
uses yet. Love J.J (Hippy Laura?) 
Laura String, fengnataaoone on 
your PN Mu-Beta la^tertng We're 
very happy lor you. Love, your Phi 
, Lu. Jo. Cath. Niece Was roomies, we 
made •' I cant beeeve mat n one 
weak wa wB at be COLLEGE GRAD- 
UATESt Ties peel yeer at 303 S 
Surnret has bean greet, and I am 
going to miaa el tremendously On- 
drmati Is not far. 001 expect frequent 
vkuts from at ol you. I love you guys! 
Good kick bi the |ob market, end let's 
at keep m touch. Dent torgat. Pae-ner 
House St 8 yean. Love. Lorl. PS II 
rrese you too. LuoBe, 
MARC WILSON (MAFISKBOB): 
CONGRATUWTIONS ON YOUR 
GRADUATIONfl BG WONT BE THE 
SAME WTTHOUT YOU ANO TROU- 
BLE. GOOD LUCK ALWAYS! LOVE. 
MARY PAT, MLU, AND DEBESE. 
Mary Jo From the Black Christmas 
through me Look of Leaoarshb 
through my reght as Bis loser-Thenka' 
You're a great Mend and I anpiiilMt 
your help and support  See ya Oat 
summer   Par. Wonderful.  
Mary The baat friend anyone could 
oak lor. Thanks tor ahveya being 
mere when I needed you. Look out 
Cincy-Here comas Mary  Low Ya. 
HuOl  
lean I Sandy: Good luck on your 
IMS and nova a ores! summer! 
We're looking forward to next yean 
Robt JB.  
Meynord, Thanks tor a anal year. 
Deeette oxer ets or was R eeven 
fights, | enjoyed having yea 00 0 
reseda. I wt* took torword es a ht* 
rslojni    flat   M##p.     i*alM    IK    He"el   IUaae*W 
emeu you need your bed ohengas 
next yeart PS. Oat reedy for a 
laWaoBo 180hl Leee, JaL 
SRCHAEL ANO KAREN OULLHAN: 
PIVOUOLY ANNOUNCE THE BIRTH 
OP THEIR SON. SHAUOHH RYAH. 
ON APPJL It, ItSS. WE WOULD 
ALSO LaXE TO THANK EVERYONE 
FOR THEaR SUPPORT ANO OOOD 
Michaee, A bate ride, sourrele. and 
boya sbrte a how we began. Than. 2 
Lima boya. C. Band Plg-you guys 
better go now. Chris. Gary. Carol. 
Tint, sand on me window. Brian. 
Mimosas m the dork, spaed way ram. 
Ray, ha coat, Ola runt, "Your" Thurs. 
night - ztggy T-shirt, aether end lace 
brush thai Reken heir. Greet Scot why 
to cereal? Tornado siren heard * 
from a friend. Ike exttvguaher, talk to 
you bear. Daytona. Wed BB. Retard 
act late drives and ciga. mush., 
bacon, hem. otvee took the door. 
lerierrae, Bit "Mew", your C. 
burpa. I never, the hue away. Mi- 
chael, end your Meat sel of drawers 
Now rs on to Vagaa and your Algnar 
houae Good-bye is probebty the 
proper OOng to say. but I don't want 
to. You've been the rjraataat room- 
male Shot • and 1*1 mew you so much 
1985-11 meet you in the sky - okay? 
Lout you. Gwen P.8  Forgot one! 
"PULLI" 
Mkey Manny (you sonar, you) - 
Cengreta    en    getting    e    Frsrter- 
Raaaa SoteelenOapt Leva, Betey. 
Mother Nature may have given set 
DU s s sormy day lor the oldesl Greek 
event on campus. But the Betas hove 
the Orgeat Greek event on the) cam- 
put. 
Me-Nu'e to Mac North 
Flret Fleer 
Thank yaa tor aaaaJns this 
a very epeclel yeer. 
Yaa soya era greet n 
ur« 
ACROSS                56 Leaning towsr       19 Bliss 
1 Spsco                  city                         22 Skate* Hoktsn 
6 Clumsy on*           57 Supple                   23 Alono, In Avlls 
10 Small fry                59 Not, old ttylo         25 Gomotono 
14 Pooh'o nourish-     61 "Concluding         •* Chlnooo chof s 
moftt                            reoeon"                        nt«*d 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
15 Wrltor Qardnar      66 "Boll 8ong," In 68 29 8BOWKJ-  
16 Aid                               Across                   32 Nogotlve answert 
17 "Reason number   67 Fam. memtxtrs      35 Down goddess 
one"                       68 Dellbes opart        35" Woman," 
20 Israeli dtnc*          69 Textile worker              Roddy hit 
21 Turncoat                TO aaavarl tn              38 Hole 
i 1 1 4 I • i 1 
' 1 £ 11 11 11 14 in t 
17 11 
22 Donkey: Ger                 Claudius                38 Manage 
?a "1 havan'l a thlnn    T1 1NW«I»             40 Jooanote dlth 
18 It 
 1"                                                        41 Change lor o liver 
27 Omen town                                                 42 Kays ol ballet 
28 Ways                            DOWN                         feme 
30 Through, In Spain     1 Key letter               44 Commiserative 
31 Llama's range         2 White House             cluck 
33 River In can. Asia        nickname            46 Baby Doe's story, 
34 Furniture wood        3 Broadcasting              e.g. 






M i* I3' 
M U 
17 M 4* 11 41 
37 Commuter's             5 Ookef                     48 Actress O'Shea 41 44 45 
group                            o -Mona symuoi         ee r-wireiiiniu *w 
30 Army wagon of         7 Hockey name ol         vlneger 
ok)                                fame                      51 Feaet, Inlormslly 
43 April 15 Initials         8 Topcoat                 54 Entertain 
44 Thumb and name-    8 Tropical Men    „   55 Exptoolve Inlllalo 
sake*                       10 Anklebone*           58 vegs or Mercury 
46 Nitmsro           11 Eased                    60 Hello. »long the 
40 Daft                      12 Do an agent's |ob      Seine 
49 African cobra          13 Ccxdwood             MTVrtartwork 
50 Glacial ridge                 meeeuree              63 Sugsry suffix 
52 Abbr. on s map      16 Mor* than pktee-  84 Tex. campus 
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MY SECONO ANNUAL FARfWfXL 
TO TMi Lovtvr lAan OP MAC 
■AST: CATHY-I NIVfR KNOW 
WHAT YOU'RI fiOM TO DO 
NEXT BUT I ONLY PtWID ONCf 
(WtLL, TWICI aSAYtaQ, SANDY- 
WI MAVBTT MAM ANY MAT- 
CHUPS YET, BUT WE'Rf STKL 
TRYINO. d'Ll TILL NESTOR NOW 
TO OtTT TO COLUMBU*). KIM «NO 
WtJeOY-YOU WIN TM AWARD* 
FOR MOOT 0*JOXrOU» UUCtK 
TRACY-YOU ANBWBMD THE 
tetOttt MORE THAN JEAN BtD. 
JEAN-THE PROBLEM SWEAT 
PANTS. PURRtl PAINT AND EV- 
BRYTIOtta ELSE- ANN ARDOR 
WtU M eVaUT TOMORROW 
LOW ALWAYS. HJBO.  
1*01. 
Peggy I donl know how. but we 
mode t through mother year Too 
bad I wean! more Ike MM year, out 
wel make up lor • rent year. Hares 
to my new roorreel Love ya. KB. 
Ptat Otay 4 More Ikltakie, deya 
kwll WtM em I eeta* te do? Here a 
SreattlMBartaaaylBea.  
PN Mu Senlore. Congretuletone on 
imety meklng >l Wa want lo w»h you 
the very beet of In* Love ahveya 




Must be a herd worker 
Cetfori 
Pregnant? Need Help? Cat EMPA. 
354-3020 or 352-9111 Anypme. 
PREP (M.P.) THANKS FOR BFJNG 
THE    BEST    ROCeaVOATE    EVER 
HAVE  A OOOO SUMMER   LOVE 
YOU, NJLU.  
Pro-Reg Ha Ids Youl 
The 1*63 Summer Pre-Pagkuraton 
Star! ra now eccepttig appsceeona 
frommose ntereeled m vokmteertng 
met emt. I a) a greel opportunity lo 
meet Bat new stuoanM t to da.slop 
your MeiDersoral skat Each voajn- 
leer w* be entleed to one Irea meel 
lor each day worked Pre-Pagtatre- 
aon rune from June 27-Juty 22. > 
naarttttd you may sign-up si 406 
Student Services Any queeoone cat 
372-2643.  
P J Beet ol luck on your nrea* and 
happy grerfcaton. You have made my 
Net yeer ae DZ very special end I we 
Reaty rreaa youl Love Ataaya, Jean 
RACOUET STtaNOINQ tt SO 
LOCKER ROOM. SQ7H7 
Heglne. My longJoM euchre partner. 
icueimaM. and fhend I wB Mas you 
very much next yeer Good luck n yur 
rent adventurea Always stay oloaal 
k*aL  
Data BMt OtM 
Sweat pants Reg SB 85-10 85 
Now SO 50 
AJeweettopsSII 00 
Select starts 1 bet abet 
shirts 50% orl 
Locker Room, 108 N. Mam 
SALE-SALE-SALE 
HkMet, MOre. wtaon 
40% off Locker Room 
109 N Mam  
8*01 10% OH ALL MBRCHAM 
OteCI BOOKS, BACK PACKS, 
GLASSWARES. T-SHIRTS, AND 
MUCH MORE. TWO DAYS OF 8AV- 
Bttte. APR*. 10 ANO »0 AT SBX. 
SBX pays top pnees for your used 
Hxta Set your books back and have 
extra cash tor summer' Buy back 
hours 8-5:30 pm Mon -Frt   8-6:00 
onSAI.  
8MMA CM BUR BLAST 
BAT. APtM. 78, 8-12 
ME. COttMONS 
Skjra* Ctes, Wet ra Mnoat here, end 
we've been weeing M year. Were 
reedy to have tun. so lets go Hs 
wotanl See ya tonat. Love. The PN 
MM, 
Simple Pleeeuree Doing 
OM Of tuekteas Sale 
88% eff en el mereheneteej 
Thle Sat. 1Utl 
Don't reJee the aevmgall 
Soup. MM t Bread S1 75 
11am-3pm      DAILY" 
 eaaWsTB 
1 daya only 18-IVJOth. 
Lake Erie Sperta. e»o. 
Sieve: CorasneuBBOne on your Phi 
Tau-PN Mu Nvetertng to Uaa Baal of 
Lur>.ThaBroByiniolFW|rjppaTau 
STOP sW luMAFMAN'S, 183 S MAJN 
ST. FOR YOUR N>-nONAL TAVERN 
MONTH    CALENDAR CHECK 
OUT THOSE SPECIALS  
Sue Craft: Get psyched lor our leal 
week, rm reely going to mau ya lots' 
CstaOnWi a) going to be too much fun 
rt be tmttng of yal Thanks lor being 
such a grew big! XI low ataaya. UT 
Bath.  
Butt Ntkeotaga. Cononkaauon* on 
your Phi Mu-Phl Teu a.etarrig This 
certaeiry wes a busy weekend tor me 
PfaMuel  
•Mali 
There.- Frl.- Set. 
Lake We tparta. Mo. 
SWINOIN, ELIZABETH, FOXY. 
APPLE AND htGQY. HOLAI NOT 
MANY MORE TBrCS TO "CMONK'' 
BEFORE THE ACtO t LtOOUS FA**. 
LES MUST DRIVE THEB SEPA- 
RATE BUSES' rU. MISS YOU ALL 
8000 MUCH, MAYBE WE CAN GET 
A JOB WITH RICHARD 0A.WSON7 
WELL BesTEAD OP ADOS. I'LL 
JUST LEAVE YOU WITH KEEP 
DRhnTeQ' LOVE YOU MUCHO. 
COOKB. 
Sereior)', Swlngln' at tie Sigma Nu 
house an Frktay night  Alpha Deaa 
are ready tor a farai*>u tree. Love, 
The ADPl'a 
The troOwrs ol PM Kappa Teu would 
Bat 10 seen Ow beet ol kick to our 
greoustng aartore Oood ruck m the 
future In wheasver you db 
The PN Mm went to w»h everyone 
tie eeet of kx* on tanaa end have s 
grew eummer vacation See you neat 
■* 
The PN Hue went to Ihenk AJ Leng- 
nata, Deve Sacktsr end s very apecM 
marea to Kan Fernberg for at me* 
help M PN  Mu  Flamur   We reely 
leund a reel kaney erne Met MMr- 
eeteS M |eel money I Yeer LemtSl 
CJ. Atahe Ire. AL 
Tom P. rm going to mat bemg 
loorreaalii. I hope you enjoy your 
luxurious now home  Haw o groat 
To PMI|strlper),Joe|Splka and 
Dewnl.lueertdld I mat the treeh 
oerrn.DIrk t RolCome beck « yel.Ke- 
ran w..s«*irom I0jta1.u*a(wim- 
Pl.and at moee who hew been a 
loving and aupporOw pert of the 
•new" Hanson temey We tow you M 
wry much and w* rreaa you Thanka: 
Bred.Kethy.end Laati.To me Mxahara 
and W ale' Oood kx* on tnsla. The 
To Bst BroOlers ol Kappa Sigma 
Good Luck on your frees end heve s 
good eummer. Janet.  
TO THE GANG DOWN AT THE CCt* 
MUTER Cl3«TEIV-TltANK8 FOR 
ALL THE OOOO TBAE8 OOOD 
LUCK ON EXAMS t HAVE A MCE 
BUtaVJER I'LL SEE YA 80 THE FALL 
LOVE YOU ALL LOTS, EHM. 
To Ola graduating seniors of Alpha 
Teu Omega OooreUok on treat and 
Sndhg total The OewOwerte 
To OM women of 80i floor Oflenheuer 
Ee« The year has gone feet, but I 
waited to wah M of you the best on 
your finals To sS the eeraore. I hope 
the future bnnge you much euoosas 
and heppneea. Haw a great summer 
and tanks tor meklng my year and 
lot to enkiyatto Low, Laura 
TSK-TSK 8EZ "Hope your eummer 




Thenx tor at youw don*. 
Meklng my trat Ml here 
tox-eaanBI  
WELL 8*3 BRO I0EVEN). YOU FI- 
NALLY MADE IT THROUGH CHEM- 
ISTRY. PHYSICS ANO BIOLOGY 
BUT. GUESS WHAT YOU 8TIL GOT 
4 MORE YEARS OF BIOLOGY AT 
MEDICAL SCHOOL OOOO LUCK 
COfreTJfutTULATIONSII LOVE YOU, 
YOUR LITTLE SB (MLU) AND YOUR 
LITTLE BRO (RAVT)  
WhOney. A boated cengreta on your 
at Mirtig to Daw: Who It next? 
Sham? Uaa? Knell? Laurie? We tow 
youWhtt   . 
140 E Weeeter 
LAST CHANCE 
no 
■try a ltd N 
sebum Nr only MOO. Ca* iTSaSSt 
she,  400   sa.  er  seme tt 111 
Olwawaxwr West to eereoa. 
PFEGNANT? NEED HELP? 
CALL EMPA 
354-3020 or 362 8111 Anytme 
VctmMsrt   naaoad   for   eummer 
Wood County Humene Society  Cat 
352-7338 Between 10-2. 
2801. 
alee* dinners, potato, 
saM bar SS 85 
|L S K niltasrinl 1450 E  WooslerJ 
SMurdsyorey 
WANTID 
P. mature, nor^emoker. wanted for 
me eummer Cat 352-2065 before 1 
pm or attar 10:30 p.m.  
F FOwMTE NEEDED FOR 83-84 
SCHOOL YR AAS, D6WHR. 2 
BDRM. 2 FL BATHS, CABLE TV. 
FREE HEAT. PLUS MUCH MORE! 
CALL 354-300*  
F roommate needed for summer 
rnexpensrw. Ctote to campua   CM 
352-4884 efler 9  
M Rmmte needed tor tummar S3, 
complete with wsher, dryer, F»l St 
362-2270 Ask lor Tom  
M RMTE NEEDED FOR 83-84 
SCHOOL YR. (FURN. LLIXURY APT) 
ATC. OSWR. 2 FULL BATHS. CABLE. 
HEAT, S WATER PAD, REDUCED 
RENT, PLUS MUCH MORE   CALL 
352-1237.  
Naad one person to lublllll 3-bdrm 
house tor tummar end or tot. Own 
Cat 354-2248. oak tor Chant. 
Hey! 3 gala naad t tetnele roommate 
tor rent year. Greel epertment-Cloea 
to Cempus-CAJ SOON!! 372-120* 
or 372-4610.  
2 F rmtee wonted for 83 84 Mot 2 
bdrm. apt. lor 3 gats S78 34/month. 
ph 354 2892  
M or F to euoreeee 2 bdrm 2 othrm 
apt   tar summer.  Rent negoeebia' 
PeuN 354-1693. cat anytime 
Wanted   MMt and Female eludenta 
needed to IB epatments and houeis 
tor 83-84 school year 352-7386 
1 bdrm apt avat 2 persons for 83- 
84 year Kathtene 382-70*7. 
ITuoiiiliato needed tor summer, very 
ctaao to cempue   neaarmahle rets. 
eel 362-44*8 or 1 768 3188 
HiLF WANTID 
Altanton: Cant say you can't earn 
enough money Oes eummer urns you 
(tack. Com* oaa whet society Corp. 
can do tor you. 20 ran, teal rises 
every 1/2 hr aaertng et 12:30 sharp 
urea 3:00. TNe opportune? might ten 
your summer around. Summer alter- 
keen See you Friday ONLY April 29 
Canal rm. t Student LWon. 
Earn 8500 or more each school year 
FlextHe hours   Morthfy payment tor 
pssdng uuatait on campus. Bonus 
baaed on reeuta Proes ewerded ae 
wet 800^28-08*3  
Food Service Pereonnel tar priveie 
cemp tl N.W. kScrxgen Detaa of 
empklymenl: 6-10 Thru 8-20O 
Write Chlppewa Tret Camp. Rt 1. 
Box 330, Rapid Cay. Mich 48878 or 
cot 1818) 322-4242  
stOtrhaSonti Company has summer 
posaons l itstll ei letrkaang. 
Sttat, and Adwrtamg kaervlewmg 
In Stuoen. Union Cenet Rre I et 1 00 
2:00, 3:00 Friday Aprs 2B.  
Near httng bar heto tor Fat   Apply 
tRsrl.OOp.m.       
M'A'S'H MOVER.. 
and n 2 mot. so Is tie 82 83 echool 
year. Do you haw a eummer |ob yer? 
tesecnel company haa several pcai- 
tone evet. tor BO aejdenM * you're 
hardworking A rjon'l rrend tavei. send 
a iMiilaiiitd env 8 phone * to 
PO Box IPS, B.O..OH4*402 
Poraon needed to dean acts. 
houees. etc. Stsrtng Mey 7 Must be 
etae lo work weekend of May 8 ■ 
June 862 7308 
Poroon ntfi resell 
rresOr warned to do tutortrej tl eca- 
denec center FlextHe pt tana eched 
ua to begin m June. Sand reauma to 
Boa 342. Perryeburg Oh 43661 
234-1*00, 228- 
5*33 Summer Jot*, aom S8.000 
(al tummar 87.20 to start Inter- 
views. Campus Ptoom-Sludenl Unkm. 
May 3 8 4. 8-6       
Studerea Summer Jobe 
k* MBhtt.  Earn eoOOO 
17 00 to Mart. Weft tl 
May 3 t 4 Campus Room 
Union   Times   8:00, 10:00. 
2 00  8   4:00.   Start after 
Wamrtont Director end Out-Of-Camp 
Trip Director Reguta Ufeeevtvj 8 
First AM Certaoeaon Pretsr WSI t 
Oolsge (Vsouste lor prtvete camp 
w» 110 gala In tkjrttweet Ml on 
colorful Eft Lake with exoaaant IsoB- 
aaa. Wrto Creppewa Tret Camp 
RouM Pt Boa 330 Rapid dry. Ml 
48878 or cat (818) 322-4242. 
Honebeck rktng Iraeuclcre for eum- 
mer camps 12 position, evet $80- 
1 lO'wk   plus room and board  CM 
1613)9*3-5787 evetwigs  
Studsnt to Supeveje 11 yr boy 2 or 3 
ehemoone e week Starting June 8 or 
or June 13 una Aug. 2B Pretar LD. 
or EMR. major  Cue atom pay. 362- 
7143sner4.  
Sunmer and Permanent lobe tor stu- 
dents Men end Women. HKiH PAY II 
Rocky Mountain are* resorts, oetekt- 
/oorxaructon Some provide housing 
Experience not neceeeery CM any 
tme. (303) 098-2842 
FOtJSALI 
eseal en Metete hamea CaB ooOsct 
Caaelc 09 Cougar Good condition. 
raouR 361 engine w'27,000 ml 
New frl susoereKxVtrt brakes   Cat 
John 352-7558  
ENGAGEMENT PJNG AND WEDDING 
BANDS FOR SALE. 8160. 363- 
46611 
' FOR SALE 
A COUCH 
FOR SALE 
CAI 362 3866, Atk for Chart or Tina 
For Sate: 1874 Ford GVUaxy, Beat 
Oiler, Cathy 362-3091  
Fumture-Chaap: 6' couch $20, 
comfortable reeding chat $15. Lamp 
$5 Ooodcond 354-1*30 
INVESTMENT 
1 Moo*, hemee tor SSS.OO deem. 
118 par ran. II 25 epr. ee* oataoL 
Seel otter. MJ-tJ 71 
Pott Audio Speakers, Modal 7B 
$310 Phat Unaar ore-amp model 
4000   aenes     2-8400.    Must   tat! 
372-1854  
Refng hckM 3 6 esses of Beer Irani 
cond.   $130 or  oiler.  Ruse 362- 
7807  
TVaXl oi fsntirvg ■ ttinQUfwtOf' D0fH>- 
tin refng. e.ceeent condMon. Only 
S76 cot  Km  372-8716  or 372- 
2471.  
Cw.loi.as1e>'76  Capnoa  Caeeic 
Excel, coed. No ruel, Ms iii'lalim. 
must sat tamed. Cat 372-1648 
Ful sae mena got beg $80. negohe- 
bM-NEWI 364-21S2.  
For Sets Reckner ctes) Great condi- 
tion. COIaFVl 840.00 or beet offer' 
3541855  
1980 Honda CMC 5 speed. AM/FM 
radio   Vary  good  condtoon    354 
1406 After 6 30pm  
FOR SALE: TENNIS RACOUET 
HEAR COMPI $40 00 Color TV 23 
avSotd State Bach 354-1413 
Mooea home. 3 mi N of Cempue 
Low lot rent Perl turn.. Awl tl Aug 
$3500 Ph 372-0258 or 364-1181. 
owe. 
LAST CHANCE - MUST SELL JEN- 
SEN R 408 CAR STEREO. AMIFM. 
CABS. AUTO REV. EXC CONO. 
$60. TAPES TOO CALL DAVE AF- 
TER BrOO P.M. 362-6Q84  
73 Vega  Muet Baal $260 or baat 
oner.   AM/FM/Ceeeetne   stereo    4 
new tree Oat 362-7727 at» 4:00 
Per Sale  Meat tea, IBS* Yemehe 
IHaMlll. Meat 8 chrome. Aeking 
tltteuN BM assiBtli. Bprkej It 
harol CAB Ted M t*l-*»*1. 
KARATE LOVERS: For aete-pev am. 
back cobra hende. pat mad. ahm 
inateps. Greet concllon Beet Offer 
362-171*. 
SASSY—SEATS, portable high 
chairs, alps on to moat tables sate t 
securely Weighs 2 be. Holds up to 
100 be $20. mctudee tax Slapping 
exta. CM DU—PLAY (21*) 467- 




8-12 morah laaeae. Summer Rerreas 
Al near Cempus 362-7385 
VfL-SIANOR APARTMENTS 
Two 2 bone  spM. twl. tor FM 8 
Summer. Lg  tvtng rm., totcnan, ce- 
ramic bath. M cond 8 laundry tad 
CM 362 2858 tor appl. only 
835 401 St Fum k> 2 borm, bath 
11 ha*, dapoeel OW heats AC. Al 
ua ttclud. except else  362-7464 
before 12 30 
APARTMENTS: 2 WLOROOM 
PRIVATE ILIDHNQ ROOM* 
FREE HEAT 8 CABLE TV . 
ACRO** FROM HARSHMAh DORM 
I* FALL 
CrWNED • MANAOED »Y BEST 
WtJiTTRN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL 
OBartaej v-weue  n ilni * tooM- 
ises. IS yre. et ii.mi.i deeerad- 
aats » aant. ee* Tern et It? 
4*71 at 888-1888.  
BEST LOCATION BO TOWNt 
House tor It* tar BUMMER. 
Room tar 4. 
CM 362-6810 or 352-22*6. 
Down hat of houae I single rooms on 
E. Wooessr. ecroee torn Rodger. 
For eummer only. 362-7366 anytme 
or 362-S67* avat. 
Eftc    apt   tar  eummer.   $136/mo 
nd uSI 352 7181 tnar 6.  
SMI rroraha rent on our futy fur- 
nahsd Muds) snatisaiMI Com- 
pletaty qukrl and prtvete. Plenty of 
stance. Fut ktchen end betvoom 
We erme our kesaee to fit your neede 
Good tocaton. Oeea to restaurants 
end etoree CtHAPttta CROSS APT8. 
1817 8. Mats BL t*>*8*0. 
Fum. Bsaara dupkex lor 4 lor summer 
orty. Ph. 362-0*38 
Newly lodaoorated downatars. 2 
bdrm lor summer Only $300 1 tow 
utteee. erJJsoenl campus 354-1753. 
face efflc to iitlliaai  Awl now « 
$185 $ aOec.  384-1342 or 352 
7 80S 
Fum.. 4 bdrm  house, school yr. or 
yr. lease   Aval June or Aug. 362- 
7464 before 12:30. 
He dtuuiattll 1 bdrm   unfun   apt . 
new apcaancaa. Ctota to cempue. 
S20O/mo.  put utl * dtp   1-833 
373*. 
Renting eummer or tot Elf. 1 bdrm. 2 
bdrm. ureum. acts  osarntown 352- 
7197. 
ROCK LEDGE MANOR 
Large  2 bdrm. luxury  acts   2 Out 
baths, (tehwesher AC. cetes veton. 
exta doeet 8 etoraga acece 
Laundry facatee 1 etorage oagea 
Al ua fum. except alec. 
Now lining tor Summer t Fat. 
850 6*31 etS Cotage 
BOGGS REAL ESTATE 352-3641 or 
364-1120 CXttoe hours 11-3. 
BUB   LEAStWO APARTMENT PO* 
THE SUMMER. CLO«E TO CAMPU*. 
S. CCtJJHeti at, CALL te*4M*4. 
SUMMER RATES $376 00 
at t>uiii'i furn. etpts 
 Phone 362-2663.  
They broke the leeee. the* leas, 
newer again! Mot 2 bdrm top of 
houae. 1/2 ok. tram campus 
$320vmo  begin   June.   362-2278 
days. 352-8982 ewe  
Fum. 2 bdrm 4 student house 1 
block torn cempue 362-7464 be 
tor* 12:80. 
631 7*1 St. 2 bdrm., rum owner 
pays tor heat. AC. eater, sewer 
Tenants pay tghtt. For Summer or 
Fat Reasonable roles John Newtow 
Real EsHle 318 I. Wooaler (near 
campus I 354-2280 or 352-8563 
888 1» E. WOOSTER t aMOML 
DUPLEX. FREE HEATH ACROSS 
THE STREET FROM CAMPUS. Call 
Newto M $61-8828. 
Apt. on E Reed to aubts FM Semea- 
ler Futy ken.. 3 bdrme . good cond 
Ctote to campus t parties Cat Chart 
M 372-3273 or Kim et 37t-3366. 
1 bdrm. fum. apt-, gat beet, tree 
eater, sewage, cable. Ctoee to cam- 
put. Avtt. Mey 16. Cat 382 0951 or 
2-0121 Seek tor Lee  
1 or 2 F. Rmmts needed tor May- 
Aug-aingN bedrooms. 1 bft from 
cempus, at utasss paid, furnished. 
cat 354-1B59  
3 bdrm. turn, houae for 6-8 peoptt. 
CM 363-6401 from 6-5, Mon -Frl 
Fum.   ettc.   for  aummer,   $75/mo. 
256S Cotage 363-3611. 
Now rervang for 63-64 school year. 
Houata and apartments Bogge Real 
Eatets 352-8457. 362-3641. 354- 
1120.  
PARTY ROOM AVAaJLl 
SRI IERRELI PROPCRTICS 
$tt Htatt STJ $»$-*$7$ 
CAMPUS MANOR APTS 
Behind Dextar'a   Apia   tor 2. 3. 4 
person.   9  1/2 or  12 mo   leeee 
Summer rats $476 for entire summer 
issslon  Model open dety 11-4. 
3629302 or 362-7366 everwvje 
Ctoee to campus. 634 Scott Hamil- 
ton. 2 bdrm unfurn. aptt. $255/mo. 
ptue gas t tesc   CM Betty Baker. 
362-8110  
2 bdrm 2 bath apt. $345 00 tor at 
eummer Pod. cats* TV CM 362- 
7966 attar 6 p.m.  
2 bdrm opts lor 4 M $ 110 each, or 
3 M $140 each Also. 1 bdrm apt. 
te-igk.ioerea.8r 
. SBtT»66. 
SmM 1 bdrm house. 12 mo reats 
starting starting summer. Near cam 
put. 362-7366. 
1. 2. or 3. bdrm units tor summer of 
fa* reraat No pets. 362-7103 attar 8 
pm  
We haw a few rentals sal i itjlill 
for summer and entke echool year. 
CM Titus Really 352-6666. 
710 1/2 ELM: LARGE 1 bdrm. prtvete 
apt. Siloing glees doors M yard. 
S$2- 
SIJ 1/2 N. 
cssaa to cempus 
by earner. 12 
Newtow Man 
saoo antyl Ca* 
1*42-4120 
latao aa 2 bdrm., AC. 
la. 124 Sixth Street. 
Pa. t*»-e*e8.  
Frel ameevel 1 et street epts eve* 
tor aummer 2 bdrmarunlum $400 
entire    aummer     362-43/0.    CM 
10:30-2 30 Sunday-Thun  
Efflc apt ctoee to cerepus evet FM. 
12 mo leeee. 352-3446.  
FOR FALL 2 bdrm fum apt. $375/3 
students Newly furn t carpet. 
362-2663 
1 Bdrm   Lkiturnahed Apt- 
CXehweeher. Storage, and Pool 
Avat Now and Fat 362-2276 
AVAL NOW APRIL PAD 2 BDRM 
DUPLEX $250 Mo 362-0628, 362- 
6726. 
>11 SHAM: VERY LAROE. 1 sxtrm. 
Ca* 112- 
Fum.   etf,  utl.   pd.   2 baa  kom 
campus, reduced eummer rale, aval 
May 1M 267-3686.  
2*4 S. COLLEGE: 1  house S M 
bdrm. set. Ctoee w eempae. Ca* 
Maata.a ItaeaxtsmaM a»»vjsiS. 
1 bdrm. apt ctote to campua Bagtn- 
rang Fat tarm Ph  1-S78-743T. 
Large 3 bdrm apt  next to cempue 
Aieaecla Summer or FM Hrma. Ph 
1-878-74S7. 
1J4 1/2N. MAIN:1 bakes, turn, eata 
lee. Celt 
oaeaaoal $881»0. 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUI PUZZLE 
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may save your life. 
